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HISGREATEST HITS
Dacca
Engelbert Humpardinck
A&M
THE SINGLES 1969-1973 Carpenters
ELTON JOHN'S GREATEST HITS
DJM
John
Elton
CBS
BLOOD ON THE TRACKS Bob Dylan
Virgin
TUBULAR BELLS MikeOldfield
SIMON & GARFUNKEL'S GREATEST HITS
CBS
Simon & Garfunkel
EMI
SHEER HEART ATTACK Queen
CRIME OF THE CENTURY
AErM
Supertramp
CAN'TGET ENOUGH
20th Century
Barry White
COP YER WHACK FOR THIS
Polydor
Billy Connolly
HIS 12 GREATEST HITS
MCA
Neil Diamond
AVERAGE WHITE BAND
Atlantic
Average White Band
BAND ON THE RUN
Apple
Paul McCartney/ Wings
THE DARK SIDE OF THE MOON
Harvest
Pink Floyd

BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED WATER
CBS
Simon & Garfunkel
Elektra
17
23 THE BEST OF BREAD Bread
Polydor
18 22 SLADE IN FLAME Slade
Apple
19
ROCK 'N ROLLJohn Lennon
20 12 NOT FRAGILE
Mercury
-Turner
Overdrive
Bachman
RCA
21
15 AND I LOVE YOU SO Perry Como
Bell
22 19 ROLLIN' Bay City Rollers
RAK
23 27
MUD ROCK Mud
Bros
Warner
24 13
STREETS Ralph McTell
Capitol
25 18 FREE AND EASY Helen Reddy
26 21
ORCHESTRAL TUBULAR BELLS
Virgin,
Royal Phil Orch / Mike Oldfield
,27 26 FOR EARTH BELOW
Chrysalis Robin Trower
CBS
DAVID ESSEX David Essex
28 20
RCA
29
PLAY DON'T WORRY Mick Ronson
30 25 GOODBYE YELLOW BRICK ROAD
DJM
Elton John
RCA.
31
28 PROMISED LAND Elvis Presley
NEVER CAN SAY GOODBYE
32
16

1

1

8

4
5
6

7

2

IF Telly Savalas
MCA
BYE BYE BABY Bay City Rollers
Bell
MAKE ME SM ILE (COME UP AND SEE ME)

Steve Harley Er Cockney Rebel
EMI
-ONLY YOU CAN Fox
GTO
3 THE SECRETS THAT YOU KEEP Mud
Rak
MY EYES ADORED YOU Frankie Valli
5
Private Stock
9
PICK UP THE PIECES Average White Band
4

Atlantic

8

12

PLEASE TELL HIM THAT
Dana

SAID -HELLO
GTO

I

9

26

THERE'SAWHOLE'LOTOFLOVING

10

11

Guy and Dolls
I'M STONE IN LOVE WITH YOU

Johnny Mathis
11

12
13
14

15
16
17

18
19
20
21

22

Magnet
CBS

Arista
MANDY Barry Manildw
7
SHAME SHAME SHAME Shirley &
All Platinum
Company
30
WHAT AM I GONNA DO WITH YOU
20th Century
Barry White
PLEASE M R. POSTMAN Carpenters A&M
6
A&M
13 DREAMER Supertramp
Polydor
15 HOW DOES IT FEEL Slade
35 GIRLS Moments & Whatnauts
All Platinum
Bell
19
SWEET MUSIC Show eddywaddy ,
Rak
36
FANCY PANTS Kenny
Polydor
Rubettes
I CAN DO IT
31
RCA
18 YOUNG AMERICANS David Bowie
21

.

22

23

14

24

29

Brunswick
Bohannon
IT MAY BE WINTER OUTSIDE
20th Century
Love Unlimited
PHILADELPHIA FREEDOM Elton John

25

16

Band
GOOD LOVE CAN NEVER DIE

26

17

27

23

28

10
47

29
30
31

33

32
33

48
25

34
35
36

45

Alvin Stardust
YOUR KISSISSWEET
Syreeta

27
20
24

-

38

28

39

39

40
41

41

34

-

32
37
43

DJM

Magnet

Tamla.Motown

Apple'
NO. 9 DREAM John Lennon
Pye
FOOTSEE Wigan's Chosen Few
PLAY ME LIKE YOU PLAY YOUR GUITAR
GTO
Duane Eddy
MGM
Osmonds
HAVING A PARTY,
REACH OUT I'LL BE THERE
Chelsea
Gloria Gaynor
EMI
LET ME BE THE ONE Shadows
SUGAR CANDY KISSES Mac Er Katie

-

MGM
Gloria Gaynor
Harvest
.33 34" MEDDLE Pink' Floyd
34 32 THE BEST OF JOHN DENVER
RCA
John Denver
CBS
1'M COMING HOME Johnny Mathis
35
36 24 SHOWADDYWADDYShowaddyweddy Bell
ARMY
BAKER
GURVITZ
'37 38 THE
Vertigo
Baker Gurvitz Army
Apple
38 39 THE BEATLES 1962-1966 Beatles
RCA
39 37 BACK HOM E AGAIN John Denver

-

41

--

.A2

43

-40

-

-

L O. V. E.

40

RELATER Yes
GLEN CA'MPBELL'S GREATEST HITS

Capitol

Glen Campbell
TAPESTRY Carole King

A&M
SHADOW'S GREAT HITS Shadows

Columbia
44 -' SOLO CONCERT Billy ConnollyTransatlantic
Apple
45 41 THE BEATLES 1967-1970 Beatles
Philips
Lee
Peters
&
RAINBOW
46
MOTOWNCHARTBUSTERSVOL9
47
Tamla Motown
Various
EMI
48
THE PSYCHOMODO Cockney Rebel
49
COMMONER'S CROWN Steeleye Span
Chrysalis
Asylum
50 -v MILESOFAISLESJoni Mitchell'
SUPPLIED BY: BRITISH MARKET RESEARCH
BUREAU / MUSIC WEEK
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Spark
AI Green

London

ExpressRoadshow
United Mists

p

Claridge
Shelter
Ab M

Cocks

AZ.urn

Veratm
Ca %e

I Sole) Al Marano
THE
SAD SWEETDREAMERSweet Sensate
Mdo.n
2Jack son 5
AM LOVE PART I
RCA
MY BOY Elva Presley
ANantic
9 PICK UP THE PIECES AverageWhite Band
27 (Hey Won't You Play) ANOTER SOMEBODY DONE SOMEBODY ABC
WRONG SONG B J. Thomas
ABC
ONCE YOU GET STARTED Rufus
213
CRC
31 CHEW VAN Sammy Johns

18

22
20

21

22

23
24
25
26
.27

ER

t

I

Capieyf
32 EMOTION Helen Reddy
14 ROLL ON DOWN THE HIGHWAY Bachman Turner Overdrive Mercury
Coiumbo
33 HARRY TRUMAN Chicago
Reprise
12 I'MA WOMAN Maria Holdall
d Tree
36 EMMA HMIChccbate
mic
38 SUPERNATURAL THING Part I BenE King
Eppec
35 PART OF THE PLAN Dan Fogelberg
ABC/Oot
40 BEFORE THE NE XT TEARDROP FAILS Freddy Fender
Swan Song
19 MOWN' ON Bad Corp y
ENMra
29 NEVER LET HER GO Dana: Gates
MCA
PHILADELPHIA FREEDOM Elton John Band
Casa hence
42 BUTTER BOY Fanny
Kama Sutra
43 THE SOUTH IS GONNA DO IT Charlie Daniels Band
Fa tasy
46 WALKING IN RHYTHM Blackbyrds
Mercury.
39 FlRE Ohio Players
4B SATIN SOUL Love UnllmiedOrchestra
20th Century
Columba
SHINING STAR Earth Weld I. Fee
TX
37 IGET LIFTED Goilyge MCrae
45 WOLF CREEK PASS
MGM
W McCall
THE BERTHA BUTT BOOGIE Part 1 Jimmy Cash Bunch
Ailantic
26 YOU'RE NO GOOD Linda
l:aprbi
24 NIGHTINGALE Carole King
Ode
JACKIE B1UE Ozark Mounian Daredevils
A& M
L -0-11-E t ova/Al Green
LONG TALL GLASSES (I Can Dance) Len Saver_
Warns Booµs
WHAYAM GONNA DO WITH YOU Berry Wnne
200n Century
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24
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HAVE YOU NEVER BEEN MELLOW
Olivia Newton-John
BLOOD ON THE TRAMS -Bob Dylan
P HY SICALGRAFFm Led Zeppelin
PHOEBE SNOW
WHAT WERE ONCE VICES ARE NOW HABIT
DooMe Brother.
PERFECT ANGEL -Minn* Rhoden
HEART UKE A WHEEL
Lunde Ronaladt

2

21

12
8

-

FOR EARTH

BELOW-Robe Trower

AVERAGEWHUE BAND
AN EVENING WITH JOHN DENVER
SO WHAT-Joe IV .1
RUFUB2ED-Rule,

14 SUN GODDESS-Ramey
11 WAR CHILD-JelhroTull
7 DO R iT,Y

10

18

47

-

B. T. EUwwe.

EMPTY SKY
Elton John
ROC KTI ROLL -John Lennon

L'
15

Sip

Warner Bros

Eye

B-Brry wnlim

Pic

cf

RCA

Owe«

ABC
Colsanbia

CleyWia

II.

26
27

S-

ARC

Laws

W.SaIsiydi

17

MCA
Columbia
Swan Son

NIGHT BIRDS-Labeae

19 16 FlRE-Ohio Pleven
20 20 STY XII
21
26 EXPLORES OUR MIND- *Green
22
URBAN RENEWK- Tow er of Power
ELOORA00-Ea,,610 Ulpe Orchooba
24 34 AUTOBAHN KrafMsk
25 25 NEVER CANSAY GOODBYE -Gloria
_

blamer Bros.

go Starr
25 NO NO SONG/ SNOOKE R 00
23 SHAME, SHAME, SHAME Shirley 6 Company
17 UP IN APUFF OF SMOKE Polly Brown

19
20

RPM/BBC chart

Erse
E

Electric Light Orchestra
US, WWE' CALL YOU
DON'TCCL.Lry

POETRY MAN Phoebe Snow
16 YOU ARE SO BEAUTIFUL Joe
7 BEST OF MY LOVE Eagles14

17

'

Warner Bros
Private Sexh

BLACK WATERDoobie Brothers
MY EV ES ADORED YOU Frankie Valli
LADY MARMALADE La Belle
HAVE YOU NEVER BEEN MELLOW Olivia
LOVIN' YOU Minnie Riperton
LADY S '
LONELY PEOPLE America
E%PRESS B. T.
CANT GET IT OUT OF MY HEAD

8 13
9 10

---

BLACK SUPERMAN
Johnny Wakelin & The Kinshasa Band Pye
MY HEART'S SYMPHONY
Gary Lewis Er The Playboys
U. A.
LEGO SKANGA Rupie Edwards
Trojan
STAR ON A TV SHOW
Stylistics
Avco
FOX ON THE RUN Sweet
RCA
GOODBYE M Y LOVE Glitter Band
Bell
SWING YOUR DADDY Jim Gilstrap Chelsea
LOVE GAM ES Drifters
Bell
HELP ME MAKE IT THROUGH THE NIGHT

50

48

-

_43

Atlantic

2
3

1

Bradley's

Goodies

49

-

HEv

Rak
MY LAST NIGHT WITH YOU Arrows
Capitol
ANGIE BABY Helen Reddy
EMI
JANUARY Pilot
THE FUNKYGIBBON/SICK MAN BLUES

John Holt
Trojan
WHATIN THE WORLD'S COME OVER YOU
Tam White
Rak
THE BUMP Kenny
Rak
SKIING IN THE SNOW Wigans Ovation

47

.

Polydor

Kissoon

37

42
43
44
45
46

-

.

SOUTH AFRICAN MAN Hamilton

from Billboard.

17

-

2
3

15, 1975

sne
MCA

Wooden

oW
WWI

I

warns Reno

GAT..MGM

go

-

33 ALL TIE LOVE IN THE WORLD-Mac Dawn
Udine*
28 44 COLD ON THE SHOULDER
Gordon Ligheaaf
Reprise
29 17 SOUVENIRS-Den Fogelberg
Epe.
30 18 MILES OF AISLES- Joni MAMA
yes
31
19 RT1 SINE WHEN TT SHINES Ozark Mountain Daredevil. MAe M
32 30 SATIN DOLL -Bobbi Humphrey
81,. Noy
33 31 GREATEST HITS-Elton John
MCA
34 32 SERENADE-Ned Die world
Calumbl
35 37 BACK HOME AGAIN-John Denver
RCA
36 39 FLY INC START
Mack tryreis
Fan*w
49 ON THE BORDER- Eagles
37
AaHun
3B 42 FIRE ON THE MOUNTAIN
Chance Daniel, Band
Kan» Sutra
39 38 NEW& IMPROVED-Sooners
a0 40 COUNTRY UFE-Roo Muse
Mee
41 35 FREE AND EASY
Kelm Reddy
42
THE CAPTAIN& ME-Duel» Brothers
bm
43
MIDNIGHT BAND THE FIRST MINUTE OF A NEW DAY
Gil Scoe-Heron& arias Jadon
44
ASONG FOR YOU-Templeton.
45 41 NOT FRAGILE-Bediman-Turner Ovrdn.e
Ms*nY
46 23 SEDAKA'S BACK- Neil Sedalia
RooAel
47 48 PROMISED LAND- Ekes Presley
RCA
RCA
48 50 FLAVOURS-Guess Who
49 29 ALL THE GIRLSIN THE WORLDBEWAREGrand Funk
Grand Fur
50 45 DARK HORSE -George
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Live backing for
supportEll°
n's peto
ELTON JOHN, who
is refusing to appear
on Top Of The Pops,
is getting

from other stars,

though none of them
have yet made a
similar decision.
Elton is refusing
to appear because of

Pilot
take off

band has

to headline a
nationwide British concert tour next month.
Opening date is set for
April 23 and throughout
the four-week itinerary

will

the band

to record the
backing track ulster the
supervision of a Musiclans' Union member.
"If strings are to be

ruling meaning the

PILOT are

be

supported by Smokey.
Pilot's first hit Magic
this week entered the US
charts and details are
being finalised for the
band's debut there In late
clay and early June.
They are at present

Freedom or

Musician's Union studio

a

record

a

to re song in

order to perform
on a TV show.

it

the strings were done by

Barry White's string
arranger, Gene Page, in

Los Angeles.
Elton points out that he
holds no grudge against

added, they must be done
on Wednesday morning
by the TOTP Orchestra."
The spokesman continued that Elton spent a
long time perfecting his

spokesman for Elton
John claims: "In the case
of Top Of The Pops, the
band is given three hours'
studio session time in a
studio of their choice (at
their expense) or a BBC
studio of their choice (at
their expense) or a BBC
A

oO TOTP

records and It was

impossible to reproduce It
at such short notice.

In the case of
Philadelphia Freedom

the BBC or any TV
company.
The first reaction from
the Bay City Rollers was
that they would continue
to play TOTP's but they
disliked the Musicians'
Union ruling.
Their manager added:
"It Is very hard with this

a new album
and three songs are under

consideration for single
release the first week in
April with the album
following a week later.
Because of the worldwide success of Magic
and January. an autumn
world tour is being
discussed involving concerts in Australia, New

.

V-

return to

rather than

support

which the sell out
tour will mean, to an
obscure pop band
established act.

an

now's your
chance. If you think

The Rollers will then
get around to listening to
the bands they think are
and will eventually
alongside the Roll- _good
choose one for the tour
ers why not send a
It must be a pop group
picture and details and
not a band that's Into
to Tarn Paton, 27, heavy rock preferably

your band is good

system to put down the.
backing track In 'three
hours but we have done It
in the past.
"Sometimes I wonder U
the Musicians' Union are
working for the musicians
or themselves."
Jeff Lynne, leader of
Electric Light Orchestra
said he was In total
agreement with Elton and

enough to play

a semi

you 'call at the address in
person, so remember a

nationally. Soil you're an

director

take Into account present
day rock musicians.

letter is the only way.

rulings and policies didn't

THE BLUE

u

`1

_21s7-

P

i

Jacques Tail.
They begin their first

major tour of North
America on April 16 but
will return to,London in

June to complete the
album, which is being
produced by Tony Visconti, who has worked
with David Bowie and T.
Rex.
The two brothers, In

addition to playing
central characters In
Monsieur Hulot's Confusion, will also be

composing and performing the theme song

-

Confusion.

RM reader the Rollers
want to hear from you.

JAY WAY
Carnegie Hail, New
York; March 10:
FROM NOW on for

I

su.

Got all that have you, Tony P r i n c e,
Fanny Adams album; cos there's more to come? Luxembourg DJ; Mick
single's charts but they then Silver Discs for Sweet also received Tucker; Steve Priest and
aren't half making an L75,000 sales of Desolation awards from Germany Andy Scott of Sweet;
impact on album sales. as Boulevard and the same where they came out top James Fisher, RCA
this picture proves.
for Sweet's Biggest Hits Ina number of sections In Promotion Manager;
album.
polls run by Bravo Geoff Hannington RCA
At a'reception held for
And that wasn't all. magazine who presented Managing Director; Dathe band at RCA Records,
There was also a Sliver four statues, and Pop vid Walker Sweet's UK
they were Inundated with Single, for selling 250,000 magazine who present Management representative; Brian Connolly; and
awards from all sorts of copies of Teenage Ramp- four golden hammers.
songwriter NIcky Chinn.
people, from all over the age single, and a Swedish
The distinguished line world. First of all there Silver Disc for Desolation
I should have a cup of
up from left to right Is. coffee now, after that lot.
were Gold Discs for Boulevard.
Theatre (6); Wolver- forthcoming tow by the
because singer Freddie
hampton Civic Hall (8); Hunter - Ronson band.
Mercury has developed
Norwich Theatre Royal
The Croydon Fairfield
throat trouble.
(8); Nottingham Play- Hails gig will now take
He has been resting and
house (13): Croydon place on March 30 instead
specialists about
Fairfield Hall (14): of April 8; London East seeing
the throat "nodules".
PAPER LACE, who Hemel Hempstead Pavi- Ham Granada (April
2
While In New Orleans for
begin a series of concerts lion (15); Eastbourne NOT April 5); Bristol;
a few days the band were
In New Zealand this week,
Congress Theatre (18); Colston Hall (April t NOT
hanging out with Led
are to undertake their Hull New Theatre (20).
April 4). The BirmingZeppelin.
first major concert tour of
Peter Oliver, former ham Town Nall gig
is also
member of the New being rescheduled but the
This is the second Clone
Britain next month.
The dates, with two
a Queen US tour has been
Seekers, will guest -on the new date has not as yet
tour.
interrupted by illness.
concerts at each venue.
been set.
Last year Brian May was
are: Chatham Central
striken by Hepatitis
Hall (April 3); Bedworth
Changes
III again
which ultimately caused
Civic Centre (4); Pickthe band to prematurely
ett's Lock Centre (5): SOME DATE changes QUEEN have had to miss
have
been made In the
return to England.
six dates on their US tour
Sunderland Empire
YOU MAY not have seen
Sweet recently in the

comedian

pro outfit that

thought the Union's

.

to do the
recording In the States
but that was altered when
they accepted starring
roles In the next Monsieur
Hulot film by French

-

Road, Prestonpans, hasn't got a manager or
East Lothian, Scot- record contract.
The tour, which begins
land.
But whatever you do, the end of April, could
well
break the band
you'll stand no chance U

t1

planned

-

Preston Grange

R

Sparks
back
SPARKS will be back in
Britain next week to
begin work on their new
album in London.
They had originally

for

So

,

Zealand, Scandinavia,
a

IOOk

jr,

-

Rollers

their forthcoming
tour.
They prefer to
give the break,

ets

recording

Europe and
America.

BAY CITY Rollers
are on the lookout
for an unknown band
to support them on

Alice in
doggyiand
-

NO, DON'T worry, Alice
ain't gonna twist the head
off that little terrier, it's
just that he's doing his bit
to further the emergence
of canine rock.
Already out are a bevy
of singles which pertain to
man's best friend: Your
Bulldog Drinks Champagne by Jim Stafford;
Love Me Love My Dog by
Peter Shelley; Hair Of
The Dog by Nazareth;
and even Hang On Sloopy

-

by the McCoys.
Now Mice hasn't
actually got a single out
which concerns a dog,
he's just making the point

that being a rock star ran
be, dare we say It, a dog's

life!

(250,000 sales of the Sweet

Lace cover
the country

Moody Blues read Blue
Jays. Two songwriters
Justin Hayward and John
who premiered
Lodge
their debut solo album '
here today, have taken up
where the old band left
off.
A minute into the quad
playback there was no

-

-

mistaking the sound. The
Invited audience of 2,800
broke Into a spontaneous
roar of approvaL
In a more refined way
the complete 'Noodles
tradition of dreamy songs
overlaid with synthesiser,
Mellotron or orchestra, is
maintained. It is perfectly relaxed
jangly
accoustics prefacing mast

-

songs and of

course

The two members of the
Moody Blues are ,fully
aware that it Is a Moodles

album.

"We feel

promised: "It'll
something special
well!"

f'

DOWN
With some
e

THE CHI-LITES

gres

Forgot To Say I Love
You Till I'm Gone
BR 17

DECO
INS

>=a,4rw.

I
~tip

f

BLOODSTONE
My Little Lady
F

13571

as

though we are carrying
the flag for the fans," said
Justin Hayward, admitting this new phase could
last a long time.
To add strength Blue
Jays will tour this year
with the band they used
on the album.
They'll
play Europe this summer,
then England, followed'
by the States. John Lodge

GET

.,

a

stunning display of studio
technique.

be
as
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Glitter Band
on the road

LATE

PITNEY
FOR UK

THE Glitter Band, who have a new single
out on March 28 are also planning an
extensive nationwide tour next month.
The single titled The Tears I Cry is sung
by John Springate and written by Gerry
Shepherd,

GENE Pitney arrlvea In
Britain at tlsg end of the
a
month to beginfive..
week cabaret tour.
He is also expected to
make TV appearances to
promote his new single
Trans Canada Highway
which he co -wrote.
The dates are: Sheffield
Fiesta (Apr118-19); Stokeon-Trent JoUees (April 2128); Birmingham New
Crests (April 27-May 3);

The dates for the tour, which RM readers will know
first, are;

Club (May (-10); Purfleet
Circus Tavern (May 11-

New smote sue as well

ERAS Culdrose, Helston, Cornwall (April 10);
Leas CUR Hall, Folkestone (13); Sheffield Qty
Hall (15): Floral Hall.

Southport (17); Free

Trade Hail. Manchester
(I8); Barrow -In -Furness
Civic Hall (20); Newark

Palace (21); Ipswich
Gaumont (25);

South-

ampton Guildhall (28).
Norwich Theatre Royal
(27); Hazell's Aylesbury
(28); Gloucester Leisure
Centre (29); Birmingham
Locarno (30); Dreamland
Margate (May 2); Chat.
ham Central Hall (3).
From May 5 to 8 the band
will be playing venues yet
to be finalised in Devon
and Cornwall. Heavy
Steam Machine, Hanley
(.11ay 10); Coventry
Locarno (11); Morecambe Bowl (15); Dunstable California Ballroom (17); Hove Town

Hall (21): Hereford
Flamingo (23); Llanelli
Glen Ballroom (24);
Cardiff New Theatre
(25).
Ludlow Young Farmers

ES..
THAT CELEBRATED cam-

L

Kingpin

17).

Flying tonight

returns

THE NEW band to replace 10 CC as the stars of UK
Records will be the Kumasi Flyers it was announced
this week.
UK have signed the band for a fee of 250,000 dollars.
They are going Into the studio on March 19 to record
an album which will be produced by Hugh Murphy.
They will also be guesting on the Flying Burritto
Brothers tour of Britain and Europe In April and May.
THE CARPENTERS may be
over here soon. A European
tour has been tentatively
scheduled for the Autumn

Meanwhile their single
Please Mr Postman has
qualified for
Silver Disc,
selling In egress of 250,000

UK copies.

Apollo.
e.
r

They make their UK
tour with, a series of
concerts at colleges and

universities beginning

GREEN
HITS
GREEN'S Greats/it

Chopyn were set oo by Hells

Angels.

But the Angels didn't
realised that one of the hand
was a Kong En expert and so

Leas Cliff Pavilion
Folkestone (291.
Alvin said of the
includes Sim La La, Let's relatively minor dates:
Stay Together and I'm "We didn't want to
AL

A

é

Dcd

O

s

have yet

in

released In
Britain at the beginning

SHOORAII SHOORAH. Bel
ty Wright arrives in Brittle
soon for fall tour beginning

b

;

Hits package which
to be rush

Wright on

March 14. Other dates
are: Loughborough University (15); Dagenham
Roundhouse (22); Hemel
Hempstead Pavilion (23)
Newcastle Mayfair (27);

-

overeach ourselves or

charge extortionate

prices at big venues on
the basis of 'what I might
of ApriL
The package has Jost have represented to some
been released In the people previously."
States bat the American
He was, of course,
version does not include kingpin with Ten Years
After.
Sha La La.
.

50 EXCLUSIVE.'
ALBUMS

rc.

o

TO BE

WON!

HERE IS your chance to become the owner of a
special Diana Ross album, which will never go on
sale to the general public. Only 50 copies of the LP,
Diana's World, are being pressed and all of them
are being offered exclusive to Record & Popswop
Mirror for this competition. All you have to do to
have a chance of winning one of these albums is to
answer the three questions below.

L

great

and completely different
from what Lou'. doing on his
lost two tours. Musically he
has decided that It Is no
longer tweezeary to hammer
oat his puochlines and bleat
out the riff' b get his
message across. This show

US tour.

WIIILE PLAYING V
Plymouth last week the
roadie and bassist with

April

new guitar.
The show Itself was

returned to England thin
week after a two month

Still In Love With You,

gig will also be
played at the Glasgow
A

he was out ahopping for a

'Co

&

with Brunel University on

hospital

land Locarno (30);
Warrington Parr Hall
(31).

ALVIN LEE

Choppin' Chopyn

six Hells Angels ended ap In

Gala (28); Bournemouth
Tiffany's (27); Newcastle
City Hall (29); Sunder

Loo Reed has
ndergone yet another
change. Having moaned for
ges that blondes don't have
any fun, he's now dyed his
hair back dark and on his
current European bur looks
ly the way he did
around seven yearn ago.
Physically he appears to
be In (for hlm) anpreeedentd good shape and la
Amsterdam on Sunday he
energy had to he seen to be
believed. After playing set
that lasted an boar and
three -quarks, he was ap W
5.30 checking oat the nnal
pressings of his new live
any
W ham, doe out here
week now, and at to o'clock

eleon

Porthcawl Stoneleigh

Touch wood

was

-

nd

all subtlety

-

I mean, he
sophlsticaUon
even did most of Heroin Just

2
3

DIANA ROSS COMPETITION
Which artist did Diana play in the film
Lady Sing. The Blues!

In what year did Diana leave The
Supreme'?
What is the name of Diana' husband?

NAME
ADDRESS

ENTRIES must be sent no later than March
30 to Diana's World, PO Box 195, Spotlight
House, I Benweil Road, London N7 7AX. The
first 50 correct entries opened will be the
winners. The editor's decision is final

't

ground days (Sweet Jane,
Heroin, While Light White
Heat, Waiting For The Man
and Rork 'o' Roll) pies the
beautiful Pale Blue Eyes,
which for
couple of years
got left out. Theo (here were

three songs from Transformer'(Vicious, Satellite of
Love and Walk On The The
Wild Side), three from Berlin

(Lady Day, a breath -taking
version of the title track and
H ow Do You Think It Feels,
the only song that didn't
work), and surprisingly only
one from his most recent
studio album Sally Can't
Dance (Kill Your Sons).
- Finally, there were two
new numbers, Gooey Island
Babies and Kicks, which Is
as good
anything Lon'
ever written.
The new band is amasing
the best he's ever had
and
lot of attention Is
focused on the lead guitarist,
Doug Yale, a latter -dry
Velvets man. He certainly is
eatrordlaarly talented and
Use rapport between him and
Lou In the breaks was
astonishing.
I've never seen Lou look so
completely In charge. In the
past he's often Just left his
hWoe
and
get on with
but
abnd
In thlsshow,
i
using his guitar neck as
baton, he'd conduct his
musitlans Into
perfect
finish.
Alter the gig Lou was
corsine6 volubly because he'd
had difficulty In keeping his
guitar in tune ,(hence the
sorUe for a new
w one neat
morning), but It scarcely
showed nd he had little
cause for dissaUsfactlon.
rye never seen him give a
show that good before.
String Driven Thing
preceded Lou and they are
ideal for the Job. They
played a brisk no nonsense
set that lasted around threequarters of ao hoar, bat
sadly they were hampered
by the most appalUng sound
problems throughout, which

s

-

-

virtually destroyed

the

vocals altogether.

1

wlthom him.
It would not he fair to
make any firm Judgment of
the hand on the strength of
their Amsterdam 'bowleg,
but I could hear enough te
realise that they've r mighty
fine drummer.
Ray For-Cumming
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The weekly adventures of THE BANG GANG
cse

r

I've beard told that a lot of
people these days think
there's no place for fiddle
player In the band anymore
and H that's the cue,
totally disagree. He brings a
charm and distinction to the
group's mask, whirr, they
would be hard put lo Rod

to his own guitar accompaniment Goiter? Yes, he's
back to playing rhjthm
gain, which is great
because he's one of the
world's bent.
In all he did 15 songs.
There were the usual five
from the Velvet Under-

gaf

I

75, 1975

OLE
A superb magazine

packed with fantastic
colour and stunning
&w photographs of
Britains most exciting
Band.
All this
PLUS features, facts.
interviews,lifelines etc
make it a must for all
Queen freaks.

7/7p
JV
cra;Q,Q'
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SAVALlS

iT MAY never revolutionise
male hairstyles like The Beatles'
mop cut did, but the Telly
Savalas look is definitely
beginning to catch on. The
National Press delight in telling
us every time another erstwhile
hairy lad decides to see what the
shaven look will do for his sexappeal.
Telly looks on all

Interview: Ray

Or

is it.
Wayne?) Fox -Cumming'
Pe

t'

'

;

0/',

o

;.45

this shearing of

young heads with
nothing but approval. "It's both hygenic and economical",

states

dictably.

he pre-

But Telly, don't
you think it's rather
silly for teenagers to
want to look totally
bald?

"Not at all,"

he

enthuses, "it's the only
age at which to do it"
.

which might prompt

the Intrepid to ask why

the

hell he's still

horsing around with
the razor himself. I
didn't dare, but rontin-

ued on the same
subject by asking how
often he has to attack
the stubble.
"t do It every time I
shave."
But isn't it a bit of a
chore? After all. most
men hate shaving.
"No, It doesn't bother
me. I Just look on it that I
have an awful lot of face
to shave." Oh well, each
loins own and all tha t
Both the information
above and. what follows
was _ gieanedt_during -a
lightening one -day visit
by Savalas to Britain for
the swiftest of swift pie snapping and chat sessions. It had to be quick
because Telly was play trig truant 'and didn't
want to get caught

when the day 01 the
audition came, the actor
telephoned Savalas in a
panic saying he couldn't
make the audition and
would Telly go In his
place to get him off the
hook?
went", says
'telly, "and got the part.
"Even now, after ,six
years as an actor, I
sometimes think maybe

"i

,

-

.

with It pretty

I guess that by
the time 1 Come to make
the next a lbu m I'll be in a
so

position to offer at least
suggestion or two as

contribution.

n'

a
a

track

+
rl

me

humming over

Berlin;-repetnedry

Tit& 'tel.« ,r

a

asked

of singing.

anything and
ders what he

one won-

may be

contemplating tackling
next. Writing his own
songs perhaps?
"Well", he muses,

possible.

I

couldn't

"it's
see

myself writing music

because I am not a
musician and I don't play
any instruments. Come to
that, I don't understand
the mechanics of writing
lyrics either, but I do

know something about'
emotions so perhaps in
collaboration with a good
tunesmith I could come up
with some songs."
If a picture emerges of
Savalas as a curious
amateur, who becomes a

professional simply

through practice, it Is
probably a correct one.
He is as hopelessly
disorganised as any true
dilettante should be and
those responsible for
seeing that he is in the
fright place at the right
Urine
prematurely grey
¶0

PICTURES BY CHRIS WAL TER

sair'

they would do their best,
but held out little hope. A
distraught press officer
told me later: "You can
track him down to a hotel,
book a call and tell him
when it's due, but when
the time comes he's

mother's name Is, so It's
just as well that I just call

Invariably forgotten and
just wandered off. "
"Yes. It's true", admits
Telly apologetically, "I

car neveraamberanything. Halt tie lime I
can't remember what my

her Mum."
Right Telly, I've got
enough now.
you.
"itA a pibisure, Wayene,

glad to have met you
Ills Wayne, isn't It?"

RIGHT OR WRONG

blackjack table and

if I'd ever thought
I've learned
better than to say no to
anything like that, so
that's where it all began.
"I first sang In public at
The Academy Awards.
After all, If you are going
to make an ass of yourself
you might as well do it in
'front of eight million
people. Even If you are no
good they'll admire you
for trying."
The guy Is obviously
prepared to have a stab at

him down for

telephone interviews Jin

accident that got him
singing?
"Somebody just heard

explained, "and If the
This present album
film company knew I was includes such modern
here and not there, they'd
as Something,
classics
go bananas." The film In
Help Me Make It Through
question Is called Inside The Night and You've
Out and Berlin Is one of its Lost That Loving Feeling
locations.
and Telly says he did
The meteoric success of
have a hand in their
Telly's first single If, has choice. Furthermore, the
caught him a bR on the songs he sings are very
hop, with the result that
of the kind he
all the functions de- much
"I
enjoys listening to
manded of him as a pop
that anything
guess
star have to be fitted into melancholy and romantic
his very limited spare
Is pretty much me."
time or by discreetly
Savaias says that he
playing hockey.
never came Into show Fitting two days' work business by direct intent
into one, however, is not
and
his entry
totally new to Telly. into describes
both the acting and
"When I made the album singing professions
as
(out this week), It all had "pure accidents."
to be done after work."
to
six
Up
years
ago
he
The LP was completed
was a business executive.
about six months ago and
The one day someone
while
he
says
that
Telly
asked him if he knew of a
is never totally satisfied
actor to play a
with anything he does, he suitable
European Judge in a film.
is quite pleased with It.
Savalas
contacted some
"You have to remember that I was very much bod he thought tailormade
for
the role, but
In the hands Of the people
In the recording studio,
because I krew nothing
whatsoever about the
mechanics of making
records. Because of that,
and the instant success of
the single, I am obviously
a freak, but I don't Like
doing anything without
making myself feel at
quickly,

His record company,
when asked recently to

they'll expose me as a
fraud and send me
home."
So how about the

I'm supposed to be in
Berlin ready to start
filming tomorrow", he

home

and have nightmares in
the process.

1

-

poot

FACERS
HEEL
0/-247
98376
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PILOT TO SPLIT?
says:
Magic
time.
hectic.

news provides one of the most disappointing
developments In pop for many months.
After all, Pilot have gradually established
themselves as one of the brightest
prospects the.pop world has seen for some

time,

Tony Jasper

David Paton not to
leave Pilot.

delight

le-

gions of Pilot fans ev-

erywhere.
David has
had second

thoughts
and re-

self from

feelings of

These
tering depretty shat-

velopments
were revealed to me in an
exclusive and searching

interview with Pilot's
song - writer and lead
a few.

ago.
David Paton told me
how in recent weeks he

has gradually become

depressed

and found
himself In the position of
completely drying up as
far as having any song
Ideas.

David said: "I've spent
trying to think up
different songs and the
more you think, the worse
ages

}

_

r`

it becomes. My mind has
been a blank. It's my
biggest worry, this
keeping fresh and alive to

ideas."
Pilot's song . writer told

days

me how at every
available moment he
escapes back to Scotland
where he can find peace

and quiet from the

incredible pressures the
group have been ureter going in recent weeks.
It seems virtually every
existent publicity channel
has been open to them and
'this has resulted In

amazing demands

on

their time. For David this

means more problems
than perhaps for the other
group members. In the
end everything depends

ability to write such
instant hit songs like
on his

Magic and January.
David says: "I think

L
IOec

/

being

Break-up
- up of Pilot
would be a tragedy, for
out of all the new groups
trying for stardom, they
are surely the most

The break

perhaps I try too hard at
times and that doesn't
help. As a song - writer
you always have to
remove other songs from
your head and when
songs are needed you
push yourself. It makes
things very hard."
And continuing he

Namely making music.
He is also taking stock
of what it really means
suddenly to find oneself
hurled into the corridors
of fame. He is taking a
close look at his life and
making sure what he
really wants.
One thing he is making
sure of is having plenty of
relaxation. With the other
group members he has
formed a Pilot football
team. They've already
achieved success by
beating at five - a - side
football the respected
Cozy Powell squad. The
score was five to four, a
game described by David
as hectic, well - fought,
and a battle right to the

promising. Their hits
haven't been created for
them, nor have they used

gimmicks. Their strength

has been in song, musical
competence and the
necessary glamour.
As people they're
friendly, and In - spite of
some personal problems,

very pleased they've
succeeded so quickly.
The future should be
good, for as David says it
will mean at long last
really reaching the fans
via their concert tour and
added to that, the
pleasure in seeing a new
single and album awaiting release.
Pilot are still flying and
for that every Pilot fan
will be more than

end.

The victory cheered
David up, since Pilot are
new to five - a - side. Now
they aim to take on the

grateful!

OOO

Manchester Free

Trade Ilea
WHAT A night it was.
10Cc back on home ground
as part of their UK tour.
Thousands of boisterous
locals patiently welting to
sample the home brew.
All credit to the band,
they got the new album
tracks together in quick
time and used them as the
basis of the set. Reaction
to the Original Soundtrack numbers was encouraging, it's not the sort
of music you find easy to
cope with on first hearing.
very intricate and for me
an acquired taste I
haven't yet acquired.
The ,difference between
the standards and these
new offerings le quite
noticeable from a musical
point of view. When
they're banging out stuff
like Ships Don't Just
Dlsapper In The Night
(Do They) and Rubber
Beullets, they take on the
role of a thinking man's
Status Quo, which contrasta greatly with their
more thoughtful newies

like Une Null in Paris.
This three part track off
the new album epitomises
lOcc's higher level of
intricacy. There's all the
hallmarks in it. high and
low voices and those

unmistakable tempo

-

a surface
changes
indication that the band
were thinking when they
wrote the song, but also
very infuriating to the
listener when over indulged.
It's obvious watching
the band perform that
they are very dose -knit,
they bounce off each other
in their- delivery and in
their writing. And that
energy on stage wanders
over the audience, who on
this night were a true
credit to the band. Three
encores at the end of a set
which inserted recognition In between Ignorance, old tracks like Silly
Love and Ships in with
new tracks like The
Second Sitting For the
Last Supper and the new

single, Life Is
Minestrone.

A

Same format for the
encore, Donna, then The
Film of My Love, Worst
Band In The World and

sLG//.Ji.f'

'/
yet L a«.1 Oj L/ dfP,"
c:10 wet

long before

piano for a baby one to do
several obscure numbers
unaccompanied
one of
which was a Dylan
inspired ditty, Ain't For

-

r

though that niggles me a
bit. No matter how
straight they play, you
still get the feeling that
everything the band does
is a piss -take. Every song
has a meaning, a point to

Me.

'The crowd didn't really
pull together aral show
their appreciation until

Is the age of
cosmic awareness back
with us or do 10cc just
be made.

the last section, when he
boogied along in a more

punctuated style, proving
that numbers like Alone
Again Naturally, Get
Down and Claire are
classics in their own

want to be different?

Martin Thorpe

GILBERT O'SULLIVAN
/ Fairfield Hall, Croydon.
TUESDAY EVENING
kicked off as gay as a hoy
scouts jamboree when
delicious Claire Hamill
came on stage and
delighted the crowd with
her vivacious personality. She did an
assortment of songs from
her Stage Door .1ohnnies
album and included an
old standard, I'm Gonna
Sit Right Down And Write
Myself A Letter, which
must have pleased the
housewives and Dads
present.

charisma proves what a
lot of potential this bright
young starlet has, and she
could well be Britain's
answer to Joni Mitchell
and other giriy greats.
After a passable come-

the star attraction,
Gilbert (but oh dear the

Gods weren't with
this occasion).

"Good evening

him on
000,

everyone

settled down and began to
enjoy the show.
Gilbert endeavoured to
do My Father in the key of
F sharp, "for all the
critics", he joked, and
then swapped his grand

The whole set proved
one thing. 10cc are
excellent musicians and
very soon are going to be
one of the biggest bands
in the country. One point

dian and the break, came

-1

on his side so it wasn't

RubberBullets.

Her versatility and

I

teG,,LI,,

from It, in fact. Perhaps
the fact that David did
think of getting out has
been a positive moment in
the group's life.
It's better to have a real
look at what one is up to at
the beginning and sort
things out there and then,
rather than let things
simmer until they boil.

others basically like,

that
possibility

acute depression.

to

footba Ding troupe!
So, It's not all gloom on
the David Paton front, far

grounded but ito seems
David Is now feelinge
much, much better. He
has sorted out some
financial matters and
with Pilot now recording
their second album he Is
very active in terms of
doing what he and the

Paton about

moved him-

vocalist just

very near

talks
exclusively
to David

This glad
news will

Stewart

fantous Rod

"When I wrote
I had plenty of
Things were not
I even thought of
giving up. I felt so
depressed. Financially,
our success hasn't meant
too much. perhaps it win
in a couple of months."
Pilt were
Obvious

DAVID PATON to leave Pilot. This shock

right.
It's a Crying shame that
the evening was ruined by
a few bolshy, pock -surer
who fated to notice his

charisma and charm.
Okay, the music was a
trite too loud for their
1Occ:
Goad

evening

Repetition isn't
ono,

he

moving straight
Into several raunchy
sang,

numbers which should
have

got the

audience
swinging In their stalls.

But unfortunately

it

seemed to do the exact

opposite.

You're too loud!",
screamed a young filly in
the front, which took

Gilbert completely by

surprise. "Come up here
love," he ordered, walking to the foot of the stage.
As he went to speak
again, the lead of the
mike fell to the ground.
Needless to say the

trouble maker didn't

a

habit.

show herself, so Gilbert
went back to his plano

and Nothing Rhymed

sprang forth

ln

a

crystalline manner. Unfortunately the slagging
off didn't stop there. More
upsets followed when a
burly bloke from the pit
leaned over the balcony

and bellowed, °Your
show's a disgrace
git
art!" By this time Gilbert
was sweating like a baby
piglet and didn't know
what to do! "U one person
says something then

-

everyone joins In'" said
the crushed performer.
Fortunately, the rest of
the audience seemed to be

earholes, but these people
would be better to keep
their lips zipped and let
the stars get on with it.
Anyway, in my opinion
Gilbert's such a professional (and handsome
too) I can forgive him

anything!

Jan flea
CHI - LITES / Ham
mersmith Odeon.

LABELLE / Theatre
Royal, Drury Lane.

SOUL music is diverse, as
anyone who was around
in London at the weekend

will testify.

For a start you had the
Chi-Lites, arch exponents
of the accepted soul
routine
you know the
sort of stuff a lead singer

-

and two others trying for
all the world to appear al
Siamese twins.
Well it still has a certain

magnetism, especially
when it's as professional
as the Chi-Lltes.

At Hammersmith
e
audience were driven
wild by It all
t

-

mesmerised with songs
like Hey Girl, Have You
Seen Her, Lonely Man,
Toby and Too Good To Be
Forgotten. It was trade

Donal showtime with

people rushing the stage
to touch their idols.
And Labelle? Well
they've become a bit of a
myth and they lived up to
every Inch of publicity
They were once a
Siamese soul act but
they've got away from it

totally with their silver
and feathers show.

They

are

a

total

contrast with the ChiLites. Instead of working
as a team they come over

distinct indivhe
uals.
They are spectacular
with the highlight of the
act coming in the middle
as they appear in ostrich
feathers to sing Night birds. Patti (as everyone
must know by now) fa
lowered from the ceiling
The effect Is stunning.
Elton John, who backed
them when they came
over in the mid-sixties Of
Patti Labelle and the
as three

Bltebelles, was

to Mtroducx the

fair number

on hand

girls;

of tee
audience were dressed la
sliver, and Bianca Jabg
ta
was seen to slip q
away into her wattiq;
end
atthe
limo
memorable night.
DAVE leAle elm

p
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First single from
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INTERVIEW:

,JAN ILES

THE DUDY Desperados sit around a glass -topped table playing a
game which was passed on to them by their mates the
Grumbleweeds. With the watchful eye of a crafty croupier, Dave
puts nine two pence pieces on top of each other and beside it places,
in a line one of each coin ranging from %Z pea to a fifty pence piece.
"Now, he taunts impishly. "Which coin when stood on its side is
exactly the same height as the nine two pence pieces?"
o

Russ, Romeo and
myself are all perfectly
aware that It's down to
the trickery of the optic
lense, so plump for the

.

five pence piece. But
blow me down,
we're wrong!
"It's the `h pence
piece," he sniggers,
standing the minute coin
against the pile of two
pence pieces to prove it

fits perfectly

.

.

"Nobody guesses correctly." he says. "They
either say it's the five
pence or the two pence.
was a cocky sod, I
thought it was the
penny
I

l"

Still, it's all a bit o'
harmless fun and we
three guinea pigs aren't

expected to hand over any
cash or carry out Holiday
Camp type forfeits. Any-

way, the subject Is

changed when Dave asks
about the health of the

Record Mirror staff.
"Hope they're all keeping
well. You know I'd like to

come up to your office and
dress everyone up in

'Leicester
today,
looking iorward to gigging. Like when you do
cabaret the audiences are
fundamentally made up
of diners, dancers and
boozers
at concerts
kids come to see you and
nobody else. "
Let it be said that those
of you who haven't seen

-

Showaddy shaktn' a
phtographer drainpipe leg are definitely missing out. Their act
along too!"
"Can I ask a favour,^ is unique and totally
chips in ribald Rod, refreshIng. But strangely
making the conversation enough these slick swish
even more silly. "I'd like performers are cona

you to print this plea:

Would anyone like to
come on holiday to
Tenerife for a fortnight
with me, 'cos ['ve got
nobody to go with. I don't
mond if she's tall and thin
or short and fat with long

711,,,

blonde.

hairor

short

blonde hair or curly black
hair, or if she's medium,
rare or well done; but she
must wear an "I CAN DO
IT" badge. "

THEIR FIRST ALBUM

HOLLYWOOD SITUATION

Tour planned

CBC 4002
FEATURING THEIR SINGLE

Obviously there's no
suitable answer to either
remark, so meanwhile
back on the press -office
couch I ask Showaddy,
who are presently completing cabaret dates

SO YOU ARE A STAR
CBX 507

EMI

Casablanca -the sound that's good to get to.
EMI

Rco,ds t,mn.d, rÓ M.nchs,e, Sqw,a. London w1A

tES.

(some of which had
Forces sweetheart Vera
Lynn sharing the bu]) If
they have a British tour
planned.
"We begin In mid March," they say, "And
to be quite honest we're

stantly being compared to
other pop bands. To make

matters considerably

worse

and

I

open my big trap

say their latest
platter, Sweet Music
sounds slightly Rubettelob.
"01 01 oi, watch It,"

...

You

"

Na Na.

"That really got our
backs up," says Rod.
"When we formed Showaddywaddy we'd never
even heard of 'em. And
yet in one of the their
interviews they said we'd
ripped 'em off, even the
name and everything
it's just crazy! We don't
think we're anything like
Sha Na Na
I mean
they're more into the West
Side Story type image. "
Do you think there are
any bands who copy you?

-

-

see,
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Ritzy Rolls
enough to retire now.'

w

chips In Romeo. "But
we're quite well-off. We'd
like to buy houses but
we're never In Leicester
these days
so that's the

F
w

h

-

point?"

r

I

"We're not earning

u

Leicester is, of course,

their home town and
was

at

a

It

u

local boozer

during jams and jag that
the group got together.

e
1

From those musical

gatherings Showaddy-

waddy was born. "One
local newspaper said of
us, 'Leicester today.
tomorrow the world', ha
ha ha ha ha ha ha."
Romeo chuckles heartily.
tickled pink by the
reporter's dramatic prediction.
"We all knew we'd
made the grade sooner or
later," affirms Rod. "t
always wanted to be the
best bass player in the
world. "

'Yeah
that's all
they threaten
"Oet
we're saying!"
her out, whoever she is!"
Romeo is a titile more
Dave: "We've been
tolerant. "Ok, lots of doing our dance routines
people have compared us (or two years now and
And are you?
with them, so let's get It _people have said that the
"NO.. .!,
all cleared up once and
for all. Originally, the
guy who writes all their
stuff, Wayne Bickerton,
wanted to write for us, but
he decided we'd rather
write our own songs
Well, the whole idea of the
rock and roll thing which
Showaddy, er, I mean the
Rubettee are doing now
r-rcGVL f?43G1.f
was originally meant for
us, right? Like you take
the song Sugar Baby
Love, which has be -bop

tt

a
E
o

rr
h

1

ai,fty. clie41

showaddy-waddy backing. well that number was

a

'

we've spent a hell of a lot
of money on our act and
our Instruments, but in
the long run It's cheaper
than hiring equipment."

Alas, comparisons do
not end there. These
rockers have also been
accused of Imitating Sha

-

t

groups who try to do our
kind of stuff on TV look
ridiculous. Unfortunately
I don't think TV !taller,
us at all, we're more
fluent live. *e
"What -we'd like to do,"
begins Rod, "Is an In
Concert because we come
across a bit clinical on
recorded shows. "
There's no denying
Showaddy are a hardworking band who are
constantly sweating their
buttocks off trying to earn
their dally bread. However, the lads fervently
protest that they aren't In
the Rol Is Royce league
yet.
"Our dream is to buy a
rltzy.Rolls and change the
RR to rock and roll." says
Dave dreamily "W

can't afford it yet though.

specifically written with
us In mind, and really
that's how all the
con fusion began.

b

-

tomorrow
the world'

schoolgirl gymslips; I'd

bring

.-

-
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IN THE morning Lynsey De Paul had done
a slot on the TV programme Magpie. Now
at around tea - time it was about to be

trip

and

things."

Interviews,

screened.

n-

"Would you mind very much watching
with her before you start your interview?"it
Her publicist asked, while Lyndsey wound
up her conversation with a previous
interviewer. "She wants to see how it's
come out."
In comes Lynsey and greets me with an
affectionate pinch of the cheeks
(facial
ones). "Shall we go and watch telly then?"
She chirps.

Y

single My Man
And Me, it quickly
becomes clear

than Lynsey is not
a lady who takes
herself_ too seriously. 'Come on
girl, hit it, " she
shouts to her
screen image as It
alms for the high
notes. "Now here
comes a dose -up,
just look at that

very careful,
however, not to permit too
many Interruptions from
what she sees as her main
wilting. Somework

trained

challenge.

so

as

she

Lyrics, on the other
hand, do not come easily
to her. "I have to
discipline myself to work
at them. I write out the
alphabet and arm myself
with Roget's Thesaurus
and the rhyming dictionary before I even begin."

-she

was

as Ray (just call

calls herself, "De
songPaul

me cat) Fox -

an art student at
Hornsey, a college
well known as a

Cumming found

o

ilier."

hotbed of student
unrest, "I was
there," she says,

"when the demonstrations were at
their height and I
got so fed up with

It all that

She now has an
enormous stockpile of
songs, some of which wait
ages before getting an to

- Instance,
My Man

record
Me, for
ago.

"It

stration and got over

a

thousand students to sign
a petition asking for the
college to be kept open. "
Even In those days she
had a knack of getting her
own way and in her

musical career she's

never let anyone bully
her. In a very feminine
way she manages to do

may

sound conshe proclaims,
do like most of my

ceited,"

Lynsey De Paul

I

And
was

written all of two years

out while visiting

organised an anti
demonstration demon-

"but I

songs very much, they're
my babies and I look after

exactly what she wants
without upsetting anyone
who may disagree with
her. She cites an
example.
"Once I wanted to put
out a particular single
and the record company
weren't at all keen, so I
just said 'U you don't put
It out, I won't make any
more records for you'. "
You can just imagine it

-

cross little stamp of the
foot, a defiant tilt of the
Minnie Mouse nose and
a

a "So there!" for
good measure. In-

perhaps

offesive, but It works.
This year "De Paul
songwriter" is having to
allow a little more time
than before for "De Paul

-

- "Iperformer".
did my first cabaret
ever just recently and I'm

a full - scale
nationwide tour does not
appeal to her much,
"It would take so much
once, but I wouldn't let Time and I think my time
them until I'd tried It out is better spent working on
once. I mean, I might songs. Also I wouldn't
have hated it."
like being away from
She's quite happy now home for very long."
to line - up more cabaret,
Very soon though she will
and hopes in the near wave her home bye - bye
future to do The Talk Of for a few weeks to go to
The Town, but the Idea of, America for a promotion

planning to do

some
They wanted to
book a string of cabaret
engagements for me all at

more.

doing

-

them very carefully.
There have been one or
two singles though that I
haven't liked. "
She was not altogether
happy about her last hit

No Honestly being put out
as a single. "I argued
against it to start with,
but in the end I realised
that with the exposure it

was going to get through

its TV programme,

1t

would be crazy not to
release it."
She enjoys writing
themes, which demand
her working within strict

r

SONGWORDS
IF

Sung by Telly Savalas
words and music by David
Gates
If a picture paints a thousand words

then why
can't I paint you?
The words will never show the you I've come

to know
If a face could launch a thousand ships then
where am to go?
There's no one home but you you're all that's
1

left me too

a

songs that present her
with some sort of musical

funny to be sitting
there singing at 10

Before Lynsey

as

was
Classical

she

pianist, she says she
takes pride in. writing

"It

And when my love for life is running dry
You come and pour yourself on me.

If a man could be two places atone time I'd be

with you
Tomorrow and today beside you all the way
If the world should stop revolving spinning
slowly down to die
I'd spend the end with you and when the world
was through
Then one by one the stars would all go out
Then you and I would simply fly away.
krú
eeey,9t1 Id 1971 by Sc.... Gan.Coke,,bl Music Me. New
rat d Chappell Ce. Lel Lamers Si.

,

19

e ?.
l

-

t

t

r

`
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children's

design of her own record
sleeves. "Because I know

tures." Since

the programme,"

- to do

"but
film music
only the main themes. I
don't think I could be
doing with all the
incidental effects. "
She wóuld also like to
some

communicado and putting her phone off the
hook for a few days.
Sometimes she writes
alone, but says her best
work Is done in partnership with Barry Blue. "I
don't think either of us
work well on our own. It's
a very happy partnership, though sometimes
when I start saying
'that's not right, do it this
way' he calls me Lynsey
De Test. "She giggles.

in-

chord structures are
usually complicated. My
Man And Me has very
awkward chord struc-

straight during

if asked, would like

illustrate

One
all
the littlething
ladythat
not atpleasesis
when people say that her
songs are simple. "They
may sound simple, but the

"I had difficulty
keeping my face

time specifications, and,

times when she's deeply
engrossed in working on
new songs, she will throw
her business associates
Into complete panic by,

Complicated

nose!" It's really
a very now little
nose, but later
Lynsey tells me
she's got a bit of a
complex about it
and has thought
more than once of
getting It surgically rearranged.

became,

shows

is

She

Minnie Mouse

o'clock in the
morning. I'm usually not even up
by then. "

chat

going totally

As we watch her
her new

just seemed

"You know,

-

singing

she confesses.

-

al

a

book designed to go with a
record at some time.

Although she is a trained
artist, however, she does
not get Involved in the

that there are other
people who can do it
better than I. "
Away from the attention that she attracts as a
recording star, Lynsey it
who
a private person,
prefers to spend her
leisure hours at home
rather than being a social
gadfly, and Is a staunch
believer In some of the old
- fashioned standards of

behavioúr.
For example, when a
national paper recently
wanted some shots of her
nude in the bath, there
was only one photographer she would trust for the
task.

"If you get in a

bubble

bath, of course the

bubbles are eventually
going to subside and most

photographers wouldn't
tell you when something
was showing that you
didn't want seen. They'd

all snap away. In these
shots I only had by top
half bare. Underneath I
had knickers on and when
they got all wet," she
laughed, "I felt a bit as If
I were drowning."

Romances
These days Lynsey
complains: "People don't
want to come and talk to
me about my music, they

just want to know about

the men in my life," but,
without being asked, she
does tell me that her
romances don't work out
as

well

as

her career.

"My fairy godfather

up

there," she says, looking
upwards accusingly, "ts
mostly very good to me,
but he's useless with
men. I have particular
trouble with Taureans.

What sign are you by the

way?"
Taurus.

"Oh," says she heavily
with a suspicious sideways glare, the Minnie
Mouse nose twitching

with disapproval, -i'not

good".
Ah well, Miss De Paul,
on behalf of all Taureans,
if this piece does not Incur

your displeasure, just
treat it as evidence that
Taureans don't always
rat on you .. please?
.
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Duane Eddy

- has guitar, still travels

Back to twang

DUANE EDDY. started his run of guitar
instrumental hits In 1958, with Rebel
Rouser. Roughly every three months after
that he twanged out a new Bit single - right
through to a top tenner, Dance With The
Guitar Man, at the tail -end of 1982.
That same month there emerged four

young Liverpool
lads who improbably
called themselves
the

Beatles. And
Duane makes no
bones about the fact
that Paul and John,
Ringo and George,
just about killed off
the pop scene for the
likes of him.
Yet now Duane Eddy

BY
PETER
JONES
finds himself back in the
charts. Thirteen years
later, after he'd moved
into the "obscurity" of

running his property

CL,&

development companies
and his publishing house,
back in the big-time with
Play Me Like You ,Play
YourGuttar.
How come? What
triggered off this remark-

but me, I'm a 1950style rocker at heart. I
loved helping the Drifters

Simply the fact that top
songwriter Tony Macey=
lay, hero of many a chart
battle on behalf of the
Foundations, the New
Seekers and the Drifters,
Is. . . starstruckl
lay from being a civil
engineer In the millionaire class as a songwriter.
Says Tony: "I still love
the music I grew up with.
My parents revel In the
nostalgia of the.Blg Band

Duane
legend

able comeback?

era of the 1930's and 1940's

get back in the Charts
with songs like IClesin' In
the Back Seat and Down
On The Beach Tonight.
"And then' met up with

Eddy.

-

He's

a

to .me and
everybody else who digs
my scene. A legend who

didn't devalue himself

when his records stopped

selling.

"He didn't sell himself
musically speak-

short,

Ing, when trends
He just quit.
with dignity, and waited.
He came to London for
Changed.

sessions, and I met him.
The old Image was intact.
He had his red Gretsch

Ti

guitar with him

-

fs71

?5,

,

the

very one that appeared on
his old albums, like The
Twang's The 'Mang. "
And Tony looks positively starry-eyed at the
very memory of the
meeting. After the single
care an album. He toyed
lovingly with possible
titles. Son Of The Guitar
Man? Or how's about
Twang Fu!
It was another giant of
the past. Buddy Holly,
who turned Tony Macau ley from being a civil
engineer into the millionaire class as a song-

-

writer.

Duane himself

clearly very much

Is
ob-

liged, as he says, to Tony
Macaulay and the staff at
GTO Records for their
kindly Interest. So what
really happened to him
when his bubble was
burst by the Beatles?
Bearded now, but still
slim and fit, Duane says:
"I'm 37, but It doesn't
seem I've been away all
that long. It's the shortest
twelve years I can ever
recalL
"Oh, I enjoyed myself
for a while. Just basking
around in the sun, and
selling and fishing. Then,
being pretty sure there
wasn't much call for my
kind of music, I learned
about publishing and the

business side. From
plectrums to per-

centages. It was tough,
but Interesting. I learned
about record production
from a guy named Jimmy
Bowen, who Is one of the
all-time greats. He
produced one album for

Phil Everly

... "

Pipped
Another name to bring
starslruck brightness Into
Tony Macaulay's eyes.
Ironically, the big one for
Phil could have been a
little song entitled The Air
That I Breathe. But

)

.J

Duane's production and
Phil's vocal work was
pipped by the Hollies.
Says Duane: "Seems to
me as if the pop scene Is
coming full Circle right

Tony

strumentalists. You think
of guys like Frankle Valli,
Paul Anka, and so on. I

fashioned. Legends

In-

mean, how long is it since
Johnny Mathis. who also
started around 1958, had a
hit single before Stone In
Love With You?"
Duane was born April
26, 1938, in Corning, New
York, and soon moved to
Phoenix,-, Arizona. He
reckons -he started learning guitar at the age of
five, and by the time he
was six was convinced
he'd make a career out of
It. At 15, he started
playing in local groups, at
the same time graduating

from high school
He got really serious
about guitar when he was
a

,

Is

now! Lots of people
looking Into the past,
trying to find out what all
the fuss was about with

singers and

Sings the title song from the new EMI Film

.J

Macaulay says:
"Some records don't

stand up to the passing of
time. They sound old-

crumble when you listen
today. But not so with
guys like Buddy Holly or
Duane Eddy. Their old
records sound new."
Statistically 'speak Mg,
Duane passed straight
into the reference books
by being the first

instrumentalist In pup
history to sell three

million records in just one

year. In 1960 he was into
the movie scene, working

in

Because They're

Young, which was also
the title of another of his
million sellers.
Could be thata spate of
old Duane Eddy record.

-1r

trigs will appear now he's
back with such a bang ul
a new song. Well there'sa
lot to choose from. The
top twenty hits following

Rebel Rouser were'

Cannonball, The Lonely
One, Peter Gunn, 40 Mlles
Of Bad Road, Some ~Az
Earthquake, Bonnie
Came Back, 'Shazam,
Because They're Young.
Kommonon, Pepe, Theme
Front Dixie, Ring Of Fin.

Drfvin' Home, Deep IS
The Heart Of Texas.

Ballad Of Paladin aid
Dance With The Guitar
Man.
And that lot adds up to
one enormous hunk d
nostalgia. Music Indeed

to the ears of
Macaulay and a'
million others.

'1

(et.

student of top jazz man
And the

Jim Wybele.

record break came

through Lee Hazlewood,
that deep -voiced southern
gentleman who has both

Anew single on EMI -EMI 2278
Written
Price
'Me Darling:

recorded with Nancy

brin

Sinatra

It was

starring Alan Rxe. now showing at
the Universal. Lower Re genii $t A B C
Fulham Rd., and the A B C Deartsgate
(Martch.ter)
a

I, 10w.a,,..,,, m,Iw..r,v, L.., ,we. x l. ni

and under

his

own solo steam.

rti,:s

awn Neu

Duane's unique

way of presenting guitar
that clicked. It was a sort
of single -string swinging.
with, walking phrases,
deep resonant notes, and
superlative backings.
Like starry-eyed oft,'
I

LC'1 yet it 0441

.1_'rt,/1rr

out ,Ile4ci

e1'y6ltAplAlllr
,

Jr

r

it
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(&-join us oh
An appearance on the
same bill as The Tymes, is just
one of the prizes you 'stand to
win by entering the RCA/
Record Mirror Souj Search

-

. ntel ,.
y

for .

bands then chosen to go on tp
thefinal, you'll appear again

with The Tymes at

Hammersmith Palais on

,

THE RCA/RECORD MIRROR SOUL SEARCH
CONTEST IS RUN IN ASSOCIATION WITH
THE FOLLOWING INDEPENDENT RADIO
STATIONS:
RADIO CLYDE
PO. Box 261
Glasgow G2 7LB

April 22nd.

RADIO CITY
P.O. Box 194
8-10 Stanley Street
Liverpool Ll 6AF

It'll be a magical occasion.
PICCADILLY RADIO
Piccadilly Manchester
SWANSEA SOUND
There's an RCA recording You'll have your fans in the
Victoria Road Gowerton
audience,
celebrity
and
judges
RADIO
management
FORTH
a
contract,
Swansea SA4 3AB
P.O.
Box
194
fabulous prizes at stake.
contract, and Bose speakers
METRO RADIO
Edinburgh EH1 3LF
The winning band's song
PO. Box NE991BB/
and amplifiers for the winning
RADIO HALLAM
Newcastle
will then be rush -released by
PO. Box 194 Hartshead
soul band.
Upon Tyne
m09Sheffield
S1
1GP
RCA Who knows, perhaps it'll
And Bose speakers and
BRMB RADIO
/ter ``°
amplifiers for the runners-up. be your record.
PO. Box 555
o
So fill in the
To enter the contest, fi l,l n
Birmingham B64BX
.
entry form
y
the entry form and send it to
CAPITAL RADIO
Free
`é
PO.
Box
539
station.
and
enter
the
your local radio
London NW1 3DR /yr`
Pass that stage, and you'll .contest.
r 4, 4.có
ti ec
e
And you're
be entered for the finals of
aifc
on the way
the contest
On April 13th, you'll appear to becomat The Hardrock, Manchester, ing the next SOUL
ARCH
,,`
big name
with The Tymes for the semi/cf'
in soul.
final.
RECORD MIRROR
F
If you're one of-theífour
,

Contest

//

i

/

/``

44,52

The Tymes sole representation Henry Sellers Limited. Tel: 01.439 3941
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HANNA tell you a utawrv. (Much flailing of
arrive). At the age of eleven Brian Connolly
once beat The Son of Max Bygrates into second
Place Ina London heat of Carroll Levis' old TV
I

W

Sweet outmoded?

Went show, As Michael Caine would put It, not
many
people

k

row th a

. JusLou'I-Voted

But Michael, I bet you didn't know that before
singing solo in talent shows. Sweet's vivacious
vocalist was doing his bit on the TV commercial
set around the age of ten. So does he still act?
"All the time."
explained Brian, "I
think any kind Of
-

performer

Is

interview:' Martin Thorpe

an

actor In a way. But
there isn't any make-up
anymore. It's very much

a straight level now.
"The make-up Is In the
past, I honestly don't
think we need It When a
band needs gimmicks ...
no. I'll rephrase that, - a
band needs gimmicks to
begin with, but when It
boils down to It, when
you've been around long
enough what's the most
Important thing? The

on

music.

"The faces are now
recognisable anywhere,
so who needs make-up?"
You've probably heard
this plea before - we want
to be taken seriously
that's Sweet's aim.
to further their cause
have more -or -less

but
And

they

split

from their early success
vehicle, Chinn and Chapman. to write more of
their own material,
especially for albums.
The band are bringing
their yearly single output
down to two, from four
and five, and Investing
the extra time In steering
their albums away from
the collection -of -hits for-

mat
"We don't

make a
record unless we like the
song and as soon as we've
wrlten the song we say
yeah or nay to It being a
single. We didn't want to

bring the last single
(Turn It Down) out, we

wanted the new single
Fox On The Run out then.
"But we were out-voted
by the other people In our

production team.
didn't want

to

We

bring Itout,

they did and the record
company did, so out It

came.'

Under the circum-

commercially viable. But
It marked the single
transition to a heavier
sound Sweet had started
to show on their albu ms.
So Sweet don't make It

thirty for the
first time In a long time.
Well they're finished.
to the top

Over the top. Blown It you
reckon. But Sweet report
no damage Incurred.

Proud
"We're more proud of
Fox than any single we've
ever brought out because
we wrote it. And judging
by European sales we

haven't lacked anything
apart from the fact we
haven't had a single out
here for a while.

We decided about two

years ago, when

our

nothing,

and nobody
regarded us as an album
selling act, to concentrate
on albums.
"We were having huge

singles sales because we
were a prototype, so we
became branded as a
singles' band. No one
really ever gave us credit
for any musical ability."
But Brian and the rest
of Sweet have a high
regard for singles, It's
just that albums give a
band more scope to show
what they can do.
"I think they do take us

seriously now.

The

comments we get from
people usually refer to the
albums, but If you'd

write."

Brian readily

admits that the band are
bigger on the Continent
than they are here. Last
time he heard they held
the top five places In the
Swedish singles' chart,
even though the biggest
record they had In

Britain,

be

they'd say 'what albums?'
"I think the fourteen
year olds who bought our
singles five years ago are
now nineteen years old
and they're into albums."
The live set contains
five of their singles, but
they are longer than the

saying, 'bloody
hell, that was good,' and
with us they do."
All in all there's been a
whole lotta changin' goln'
on in Sweet's career, not
only modifications to the
sound system, but a
change of engineer so to
speak. As we mentionea
earlier the band are now
penning their own material and after twelve big
hits have dispensed with
the services of Chinn and

under the impression that
singles are what the
audience wants to hear,
we've got to play them the
hits. But the audience
wants to see anything
where they can walk

they've got a better song
than we have", added
Brian.
"I should Imagine it's
the same as any
occupation. Once you've
learnt everything there Is

away

originals, with film
spliced In to add effect.
"I think every band Is Chapman, "unless

Tell your friends about RECORD £t POPSWOP MIRROR
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the band have never been

better.

Forget all

the

recording session ru

mours about Steve Priest
having to tell everyone

what to do. Like the
make-up, that is In the
past.

"Everybody In the
band does exactly as they
want to

do,

when

they

ant to dolt and how they
want to do It. God help ua
if anybody tried to pun
authority in thLs band. It
would be one almighty

punch-up."
So is it true that Steve's
got a better voice than

you?

"Well Steve's got a good
voice, so people are
entitled to their own
opinion. If they want
say that then good luck

them.

If

Costs less gives more

mis is
DJSLH

7975

to
to

anything,

the quietest guy In
never made the Swedish Steve's
the studio, he just goes
charts. They are also and
does
his job, he never
the
number one in both
anything. He just
German singles and says
there
and playa
sits
albums chart.
Brian doesn't know why away.
that is, he can't even
vines
guess, though he does
"The vibes In the band
point out that over there
never
been better as
enough
have
they have large
halls to cope. But on top of a matter of fact. I think
all this they're now It's because of the
getting encouraging vibes freedom we've got. We
from the States, despite did a session yesterday
for the BBC, and the guy
the fact they've not had a
record out there for two there was knocked out
with the attitude of the
years.
"There was a chance group because It really Is
about three years ago to a format
play the States, but boy,
"Now we've made our
money from singles, we
am I glad we didn't go,
because we just didn't
can go in the studio at our
have the act. We were
leisure without worrying
like a lot of bands are,
where the money's
play them the hits. But coming from, and really
those days are long gone.
we're back to where we
You've got to do a lot were right at the
more than play Mts."
beginning. We are doing
All this international exactly the same as we
Interest comes at a time were then but without the
when relationships within
worries."

THIS IS MIRK..::

On 'DJM Records

we

before Chinnichap came
along, we Certainly
couldn't produce, but now
we can produce, now we

help.

punch-up'
asked them say eighteen
'months ago what they
thought of the albums,

"Originally when

wrote our own songs

own wares a lot longer
than over here, It would
seem that they need no

one almighty
albums were doing

teaching'

Going by European
reaction, where Sweet
have been plying their

It anybody
tried to pull
authority In
this band.

it would

stances they should have
listened to the band. Turn
It Down failed to reach
the top thirty even though
the others thought It was

to learn, what's the point
of carrying on with a tutor
when you can be

can

'God help us

b POPSWOP MIRROR MARCH 15,

ords (Soles) Ltd
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Complied
by
John Ralnford

Record with
a dhtterence
ROGER DAY, the
Piccadilly Radio
ftflsic director and
breakfast show disc
jockey, has broken
the British and
European record for
non-stop radio disc
jockeying.

°Nb---

g_1°

4111119-1

He continued for seventy four hours, two more
than the official record,

though the unofficial
world record Is still ninety
two hours.
Heavy betting on the
marathon means that
Dave Longman, who used
to write this column, is
now £B0 better off, as he
put £10 on Day to beat the
record at odds of 8 to 1.
PhWp Birch, managing
director at PleadIlly also
had money on the result,
as did Roger Day, and

overall an. estimated

o

AniThe Detroit Wheels

PEP

[1.000 was won by station

staff.

Ladbrokes, the company taking bets sent Day
a

telegram minutes

before he was due to
break the record, In-

structing him to 'Drop
dead'.
When the marathon
was completed last
Thursday afternoon, Day
retired to the honeymoon
suite of a local hotel with
his wife, before setting off

to

Spain to take

advantage of

a

local

ROGER DAY: record - breaker.
holiday company's offer a way of filling in. He has
of a weeks holiday if he done similar stunts
completed the 74 hours.
before, but nothing quite

The Idea for the
marathon was mainly

several of the
Piccadilly disc jockeys
were on holiday last
week, so Roger suggested
the marathon attempt as
because

Quickies

LONDON'S offices and studios are at
present being treated
with rat -poison... Radio
Hallam are suffering a
great deal of interference
on their medium wave
transmitter from Capital
Radio. Anywhere outside
the city centre In Sheffield
reception at night is very
bad. Also in Edinburgh,,
Capital Radio Is Interfering with Radio Forth .

The contractor

nominated for the Reading IBA station franchise
Is Radio Kennett Kennett
have such names as Tony
Salisbury and Gerald

Harper on their staff.
BBC Radio Carlisle are
this week making e
tribute to International
Worsens Years with all

broadens tv being made
by the fairer sex
Reports from Scotland
that Radio Clyde disc
jockey Steve Jones Is
about to leave the station

have

been

strongly

denied by Jones

Reports from Capital

Throughout the 74
hours, Bunny Girls,

masseurs, nurses and
doctors were on hand, and
a chef supplied him with
high protein meals.

Wolverhampton. Al-

1

though Beacon deny that

EVERETT: breakfast any appointments have
been made, this certain
row?
suggest that a row has character is at present In
America... David Gates
around
centering
occured

Kenny Everett. Everett (ex -Bread) Is due in the
is not happy about doing UK In April and will be
the breakfast show on the doing live radio and tv
Now
station. When he original- dates
ly calm to London to do announced, Steve Merike
the show, he told KKPM from Piccadilly Radio
that under no circum- and formerly of IBC, RN!
stances would he consider and Caroline is moving to
doing the show for more Bradford to work on
than three months. At a Bradford Cornrminity Rarecent Duane Eddy dio Services. Merike Is
reception, Everett was also working on a pilot tv
seen

avidly talking with

Angela avid, his former

series for
television.

Yorkshire

BEHIND THE SCENES
ITV 75-C1.30
THE IBA have just published ITV 75. a
guide to the Independant television and
radio stations throughout the country,
The guide, which costs £1.90 for a
standard edition or Ci. IO for a library
edition, Is packed full of colour photos of
studios and artists.
Technical Information about transmitters, studio sizes and programme
budgets Is Included, along with a basic
resume of how the ITV network has
grown over the last 18 years.

For those who aren't solely Interested
In statistics, there Is also a breakdown

programme Is put together,
along with chapters on different facets
of broadcasting, including news
on how a

gathering, sport, drama, arts,
education and children's television. If
you

are interested, there

chapter

on

Your Kicks'
'You Get
'Breakout'
c/W

DDS 113

on this scale.

producer at the Beeb .. .
News of another ex Everett producer. Jeff
Hayden is producing a
three part series for BBC
influences of
1 on the
American music on the
British music business.
Apparently a former
Caroline and RNI dine
jockey and station manager Is going to be
programme director at
Beacon Broadcasting in

RADIO

-

1s

also a

advertising codes of

practice.
AU in all. It is a very compact source
at Information, well worth the money.

SCO S

L

'Yesterdays Papeis'
7N 45455
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CLIFF

RICH'RD
IT'S ONLY

ME

YOU'VE
LEFT

3EHND
EM12279

Written and produced
by John Farrar and Hank Marvin.

TON
JOHN
NE

HAVE 1OU NEVER
SEEN

It
1

1

Ir

MELLOW'

EMI 2271
Written and produced once again by
John Farrar
Already a smash No 1 hit in the US. the title
track

forthcoming album.

TWO SENSATIOIIAL
EMI Records

from her

SIIIGLES 011 Eau

l,mdM, 20. M anches e' Square, London WI A

1 ES

I'
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HUll.. Hull ... HUll.

.

FOR A city that can claim
links with such notables as Mick
Ronson, Rick Kemp, Michael
Chapman, Philip
Tait, Trevor Bolder,
Woody Woodmansey, RobertGoodhand
Martin earthy and the Watersons,
Palmer,
Hull Is suffering from a
dearth of up -and -corning bands.
Arena e an exception.
"Theyy arerthonly
nd from he Hull arwho want
and are willing' to move
work
round the country. A lot of o
don't want to move out of their
people
own environment. "
Arena are a

a

be alive.

stage for

sons (vocals and

guitar), Paul
Mooney (vocals
and rhythm guitar). Rocky Norton (bass) and
lead

-

Thlerry "Tlzz"

Cordero (drums).
Paul and Jeff
are original members, the group
having developed
two years ago out
of another local
band called Bone.
They turned fully

--

1\

t
-

t;

Arena

1.

professional

shortly before last
Christmas when
the present lineup came together.
Formerly the
four members had
been a betting
shop manager,

market gardener
and draughts-

inclusion of Jefferson
Airplane's "Somebody to
Love.
They sum up their
music as "rock with a lot
of melodic Influences"
and Insist they have
changed since the current
line-up got together.

'

commercial and could be
singles 'if produced the
right way, but It would

Arena (left to right): Petit Mooney,
Jeff Persons,
Thierry Cordero, Rocky Norton.

'Tile -songs

themselves
are the same, but before
they were nice, pretty
songs. Now they are more
driving and aggressive,"
said Paul.

need the concept of an

album to do justice to our
styles," said T1zz.
Like so many bands
eager to establish themselves, though, Arena
have had their setbacks.

The group are naturally
keen to get a recording
contract. and so far Gull

and

Mooncrest have

shown some Interest.
"Some of our songs are

Scarcely had the new
line-up started working

together In the new year
when they were forced to
go off the road for a time
after Jeff had been badly
electrocuted.

the
Greyhound, the Marquee
and the Speakeasy.
Plans are under way to
do a full-scale tour of
Scottish universities In

Tier himself has a
problem at the present
time which la preying
the band's mind. Though
he has lived In Hull for the
last IPA years, he comes
from France originally
and on February 3 he was
due to report for duty with
the French Foreign
Legion at Le Havre.
"They've asked me to
go Into the French army
for a year, but we're
fighting against It I'm
trying to claim Bribeh
citizenship," he said.
Arena, however, remain undaunted and are
confident that they have
done sufficient groundwork to pay dividends.
This has largely involved forsaking Hull and
travelling the length and
breadth of Britain.
"The trouble with the
Hull area Is that It Is
geared -to cabaret. There

April. "We've only just
got back from Scotland
we had the
management and bouncers dancing with us at
some places," said

where
Rocky.

NARRATIVE

Ironically, though, it
was a number of concerts
nearer home towards the
end of 1974 that brought
about the moat important
change. They did a six week tour of 18 villages on
the north and south banks
of the Humber with Hull's

Humberside Theatre

company. There were
five different shows, one
of which told the story of
Arena from Its beginning,
taking the form of a
narrative being acted out
by actors interspersed
with the group playing,

"That was the turning
point when we decided to
go professional. We were
playing regularly and

AVID CHART watchers
Will have noticed the

disappearance last week
of a record that's been in
the charts for some thirty
that delightful
weeks
ditty- of the Costa Brava,

were Involved three
nights a week by that
time," said Paul.

area where you are based
because people know you
and can't always accept
you as a group.'

He feels the group Is

Rocky explained the
group's philosophy even
further. "Hull is peculiar
what happened when Les because there Is nothing
Harvey, of Stone the about It ever in the guides
Crews, was killed, but by to rock tours," he said,
a stroke of luck Jeff's
""So we found that to get
leads were pulled out,"
decent work we had to go
explained T1zz.
to the London area and It

"It

was very

similar

Tell your friends, about RECORD, Et POPSWOP MIRROR

-

them bookings at

"

play," said Paul.
"Besides, it is often
difficult to play In the

man.

"

Thetr policy of getting

out and about has earned

are only about two places
at which rock bands can

warehouseman,

Paul and Jeff write all
the group's material, the
only exception being their

booking us.

LEGION

quartet

comprising Jeff Par-

was only then that people
In the north started

"When the doctor
examined him after
wards, he told him to rest
for Moor three weeks and
said he was very lucky to

Setting the

tossi

ull . ..Null

..Hull

HUll

now

ready for

band was at a peak, then
it came down for a spell,
but now we're back on our
feet again," he said.
So the stage is set and
the Arena waiting
DAVID BOND

..

.

Costs less gives more

-

PHILIPS L_,

What a sur -Viva!

Y Viva Espana!
With sales now over
half a million, and a song
that's still guaranteed to
get disco hoppers on their
feel, the story behind the
making and eventual
breaking of the record Is
one of the record that very the person 1 knew it was
perfect for was Sylvia,
nearly wasn't
Rod Buckley, who runs who's a huge star In
but as a
the British rnd of the Scandinavia
performer, someScandinavian - based cabaret
bit
like
Streisand.
Smet Record company, one a
was the man who Not a pop lady alai'. I got

music business.

Imme
y. some 20,0 00
s Id elx busied fnGerriti
ry arrived, asking for

Sue Byrom charts the
course of THAT record
-

originally found the song In touch H Ith her, and
her
while on a skiing holiday sent a tape, and was
Immediate response
in Austria.
that there was absolutely
no way she was going to
£10 single
record it. She thought It
wouldn't
"While trudging up the was awful, and
barge pole.
slopes near the hotel, I touch It with a
"I was still convinced it
saw the waiters standing
I'd
around outside .singing was the best songbut
(hie tune
all in German heard In years,
convincethSyú
couldn't
to
find
of course, I tried
out what it was called, but Finally. I ftat
as my German / Austrian with her husband, who's
and
is no better than my also her producer,
the song.
Hindu, I didn't get very told him about strange,
'that's
said
He
far. Then on my way
home. the coach stopped I've just cone back from
a
at an Inn and the same Spain, and I Itheard
turned
song came on the joke - similar song.'
record,
the
same
be
nut
to
the
courier
box. While
was herding everyone up only recorded In Spanish.
well, so the
to get back on the boa, 1 Ile loved It as
was desperately trying to two of us put the pressure
get the owner of the place on Sylvia, who eventually
to open up the jobs . box agreed to dolt."
and sell me the record,
Flopped
which he eventually did.
tu, still not sure how The record originally
much I paid for it, but I
In
came
think it was L10.
completel y
"When I got back to Bopped
Wotan
Terry
Then
tried
to
find
England, I
on his
the
record
out who had the rights on played
the song and managed to overseas broadcast show.
the
described
and
aLro
buy them. Next problem
as
was trying to fled lady singing the song the
someone to record It. and the Raquel Welch of

record. Holiday makers
bought a few copies as
souvenirs of Wok golden
days In Majorca. but by
the end of June even the
concerted efforts of the

army and trippers

L'.

..,

couldn't do any more to
raise Interest.

V

Flagging

//`e

More beating of brains
for further ideas on how to
revive flagging interest.
Nearly 2,000 copies of the
record were given awe)
some to dancing
schools, some sent to
Spain. Nothing. The only
point In Its favour was the
fantastic sales of the sheet
music
over 100,000
copies compared with
average sales of 12

-

t'

=4

photos and details of the

I,

Ihl

s

1,'
.

"

.r

-

-

THE WARRIOR

15,000.

Then suddenly, at the
end of June 74, a year
after its original release,
sales started picking up.
.august 10. 1974 saw the
record enter the darts at
number 46
and from
then an, It was an uphill
road up the charts, that
is. The record eventually
got to number four before
slipping down the charts,
but U was only last week
that it actually left the top

-

t

'

b/w
MAMA TEMBU'S WEDDING

-

6006 444
n 1eit"1the
Show

I"pn1Sta

fifty.
'

SYLVIA.' WOULDNT TOUCH IT WITH
A BARGE POLE

One things for sure, U
you ever see a group of

waiters having a sing song, take a listen, you
never know what you'll
hear!
SUE BYROM+I

444777777

a

breakthrough. "The

to

,Featuring

Margaret Simian.'

h.

1

:_

1
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By Dave Hancock

La Belle

"COS

IN
lair

&THE

resolution

LOVItI' YOU IS

Í
r

7N45435

e

-

10-

F

, .,f
LABELLE ARE

fashionable. They
have a top ten single
and album in the
States, yet in Britain
nothing. As I said
Labelle are fashion-

-

able.

More than that they will
probably be seen as
causing a change of

1

direction for soul music.
Wow! Well I did tell you
they were lashlm able.
So here we go with a few
more hundred words of

glittering acclaim for
Labelle, which should
keep the record company

happy.

HJM4N JUIIGLE
DMZ

DISCO MONSTE*S'
[3(;N

1

4-

,

THE

r

.-

Patti Labelle, Nona
Hendryx and Sarah Dash
were recording an In

Labelle and that all

Important change they
put down.
"We just got to a
standstill," said Pattie
"Then Vicki (Wickham)
came along with the idea
of Labelle,
"Sarah and Nma were
willing to go along with
the change, but I didn't
know. It wasn't because I
was afraid of losing
whatever black audience
we had, but because 1
wasn't sure I wanted to
talk about screwing In the

morning."
But she did and It was
out of dresses and into
angry politico songs
about not getting fooled
again. Into Jeans, Tshirts and Carnegie Hall.

Concert set recently and
in between the rehearsal

and the take they
collapsed for a few

minutes in their dressing
room and passed round a
bottle of cognac and some
paper Cupe. Nona had
this to say:
"Nowadays we don't do
anything we don't believe
in. and we dictate In
which direction the group
Is going.
g.
.

A

strong positive

statement, the sort of
thing you'd expect from
the group's songwriter, a
woman who epitomises
every sexual fetish you've
ever dreamed about mes
enfants.
They get bared talking

about the "old days"

when

they were Patti
Labelle and the Bluebells; when they bad a
couple of hits and then

things started going

downhill when they used
to go on with a drag queen
In Cleveland.

But things liven up
talk about

when they

Relevant
The group are now
committed to their new
Ilfe and it's over to Nma.
"We are standing up for
The Third World people.
Before It was not that
relevant, now it 1s. "
So did they change their
ideas after they changed
their musical direction?
"Not really,' said the

delicate Sarah. "I've
always felt these things,
but now we

have the
chance to express what

feel."
"We have matured as

we

people, which has made
our music change because of the way our

minds have changed,"
added Nona.

They sing about revoluage

tion and space

children, but as Nma
says: "For the white 75 to
30 year -olds It might seem
passe, but that's not so to
the black people of
America.
"They have hallucinated on the idea of

_

themselves being caught
up in the system, but they
don't know It. What we
ea n dots try to make them
feel

it

These girls really do
have conviction, but more
than that they have an act
which is truly spectacu-

lar. A lothas been written
about the "silver" evenings they have had In
New York. On Sunday
they presented the whole
thing at the Drury lane
Theatre, London, and
attracted a cross -bred
audience which included
Its fair share of gay chic.
"We hope to appeal to

everyone,

black and

white,;' said Patti. "But
at the same time, if Il all
ended tomorrow we would
not give up because it was
difficult In the beginning
to get people to believe we
were talking of revolu(ton

"But Vicky believed we
things to say as
people," Nona continued,
and now we are
becoming more confident
in ourselves. We can feel
had

it

Is

right because

we

believe in ourselves as
people. "

In case you're cynical
enough to think that
Labelle (or Vicky Wickham) came up with a
good Idea to drag
themselves off the chitiin'
circuit and make a lot of
money
that's not
strictly true. All they've

-

done is come out.

After

14

years

of

singing some of the beet
soul around, Patti puts It
succinctly when she says:
"If you can't be yourself
and be for real on the
stage you shouldn't be in
show business,"
It's a simple as thatard
believe me, Labelle are

for real.
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By GIOVANNI DADOMO

lShame Shame Shame

AN Platinum'
Shirley and Co
Pick Up The Pieces Atlantic
Average White Band
3 South African Man
Brunswick
Hamilton Bohannon
Mercury
4 Fire
The Ohio Players
5 Woman To Woman
Stax
Shirley Brown
6 You're The Song I Always Wanted
Polydor
To Sing-Timmy Thomas
RCA
7 Shoorah Shoorah
Betty Wright
8 Do It 'Till You're Satisfied
Pye International
B. T. Express
9 Star On A TV Show
Avco
The Stylistics
10 Your Kiss Is Sweet
Breeta
Tamla Motown
11
ump Me Baby
Seville
Dooley Silverspoon
12 Keep On Steppin'
Polydor
Fatback Band
13 Love Don't Go Through No
Atlantic
Changes On Me, Sister Sledge
14 Girls -The Moments & The
All Platinum
Whatnauts
15 Funky President
James Brown
Polydor
16 Scrubboard/Sixty Minute Man
Trammps
Buddha
17 Footsee- Wigan's Chosen
Few
Pye Disco Demand
18 It May Be Winter Outside
Love Unlimited
20th Century
19 Rock Me Again And Again
Lyn Collins
Polydor
20 Hey Girl Don't Bother Me
The Tams
ABC
21 In The Bottle
Brother To Brother
All Platinum
22 Get Involved
George Soule ' United Artists
23 Bus Stop-Oliver Sam
Contempo
24 Happy People
Temptations
Tamla Motown
25 Never Can Say Goodbye
Gloria GaynorMGM
26 Shake 'N Bump
Snoopy Dean
Seville
27 Boogie On Reggae Woman
Stevie Wonder
Tamla Motown
28 Rhyme Tyme People
Kook & The Gang
Polydor
29 I Can Understand It
Bobby Womack
United Artists
30 Bertha Butt Boogie
Jimmy Castor
Atlantic,/
(Chart cou rtesy of Blues & Soul magazine)
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DON'T think English

people go out to a

..

club to

flow

enjoy themselves . .
began Nosmo King but he

..

",-11.

-

-

criticising his

wasn't

audiences, just stating

fact.

'It's quite rare,"
continued, 'that we

a

lor

he
go

onstage and the audience
is

already buzzing before

we start doing anything.
"01 course," he adds humbly,
-that could just be track record
- if we had three or four big hits
behind us it might not be such a
but nine
grind to warm them up

-

LIMES

out of ten we succeed, so

,.,..

/'

.

L

I'm not complaining."
In fact Nosmo's attitude to his
audiences is by no means as
cynical as his words might
suggest, quite the contrary in
fact He's a hard - working
performer who really tries hard
to ensure that everyone at a
Nosmo King / Javells gig gets
their money's worth. At one
recent gig, he explains, he
literally had to take people by the
hand to encourage them to dance,
but it can also work the opposite
way "The other night there were
four boys up front doing the

-

11'heely

they

were

o
i

really

amazing dancers, and I was
standing there watching them!"
Nosmo and the Javells have
been on the road practically non stop since last November when a

freak

.

Northern Soul hit put

Nosmo in the charts via the'BSide of an old single, and life on
the road,

-

!shard
-to"Even
if It
live on

Nosmo explains,

but rem arding work
does mean having

sandwiches!"
'Part of the problem of going
nn the road with a new
is that nobody
knows your material,'
said Nosmo, "so we find
we may lose some of the

group

audience half - way
through the set. " He
admits that partly it's his
own own fault for trying
to 'educate' his audiences

his own material
rather than relying on
Soul standards.
But the
great thing is that even if
we do lose audiences, we
always get them back
With

with Goodbye, Nothing To

-

which is amazing
really, because usually
when you lose people like
that they tend not to come
Say

osmo-king
the coati...

Easy was showing every
sign of nosing its way into

the Top Thirty and the
back. second was the news that
When I met Nosmo In the song had just been
his manager's London covered by the Drifters.
office last week he had "That's the greatest
two good reasons to compliment of all," he
celebrate. The first was smiled, "having a group
that the group's latest you've admired for so
single Loving You Is many years cutting one of

your songs:
"The other day someone called me the King of
that's
Northern Soul
very flattering, but I'm
not even sure what

-

Northern Soul means.
For the album I'm Just
writing around the Nosmo
/ Javells onstage sound,
but I don't know if that's

f

EVEN IF IT

DOES MEAN

LIVING ON
SANDWICHES
Northern Soul."
He -added that, 'as a
song - writer, he wasn't
too keen on labels: "It
could turn out to be very
limiting. But the whole
category of Northern Soul
doesn't really fit ,- like
right now the Northern
Soul sound Is mainly very

clean

-

cut white

American pop. Call that
the Northern Sound If you
like, but you can't really

call It Soul, can
you?"Anyway, Nosmo

doesn't want to start any
arguments, all he's really
concerned with is entertaining his audiences to
the best of his ability and
making good records:
"I want to improve, I
want to expand
but it's
like any job; 1f you workin a shop you might want
to be the manager one
day: if you manage a
shop you want to own a
shop of your own. I'm
very lucky in that I get
paid for doing a Job I love,
and in return I do that job
as well as I can."

-

-

l

,
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By GIOVANNI DADOMO

THE MOMENTS
are one of those
groups whose name
is probably a lot
more familiar than
their records to
most people.
At least, that's the
way it used to be

until Girls, the

Espresso
way to

single that's given

this talented trio
their first major
British hit In a six
year career with All
Platinum records
-

that has seen them
feature regularly in
the US charts with
such hits as Love On
A

your
heart ,

-

Two

Way

Street. Sexy Mama,

I Do
Now, surprisingly
Sunday

and

enough, despite
their much

larger

r

reputation back
home, Girls is doing

even better in
is England than it is in
the 'States.

'That's partly 'due to
ALTHOUGH his narne May not be exactly a
fact that Girls Is much
household word, most soul ^fans will be the
faster than the records
familiar with Dennis Coffey's music.
we're known for over
He's cimtributad his versatile talents as a top session
to all of the major Motown artists, Including
Gladys Knight, Stevie Wonder, Diana Ross, Eddie
Kendrick, and The Supremea, as well as having scored
US hits with such funksome Instrumentals as Scorpio
and Tannin.
Denis Is currently recording and producing for
Bdlywood based Sussex Records and has a new single
Genie' It On '75 and album Instant Coffee just out in the

guitarist

UtL
"Gettin' It

On '75 is a

thank from the first album
1
did some five years
ago." Dennis explained
on the t
Gentle
phone. "What did was to
strip the track down and
add a new bass line, then

moment

similar

very

in

to things

1

was

doing five year. ago," he

continued, explaining

that Black Marie, or R 'e'
B has always had its ups
and

downs popularity -

whir: "IJI[e

the

'fifties

you had (hued Berry and
Clyde McPhatter and
then there was a couple of

years period where

English mawic eas really
big and then Sfax and
Motown cane up.
"I think it's Just that
people get tired of ,,ne

particular thing and

change to aomohing else
but It aim -oy r comes back
like Pick Up
to K 'n' H
The Piece. has a very
similar feet to Scorpio,'
he added.
Doenn't It mean hard
gnaw for K 'n' It -rooted
musician% I asked, when
there's a hill in public
interest.
"Of course, you feel it In
record sales and if you're
fortunate enough to be
versatile you just have to
do other things until you
ern play your Own music
aerie, like I worked with
Strdsand and people like
that." he replied.
He's Wen worked with
Ringo Starr and Quincy
,lone., as well as en la'
film soundtracks and
having written the music
for Black Belt Jane, the
followup to Enter The
Deegan.

-

'Doing

a

film

was

something Pd wanted for
a long time", Dennis

began.

"It

a

was
exptoilatim movie but It
was very

well made,

Atlantic

f:
S

.

although I think 1'11 stick
to writing for records
from now on
with
movies you write a tune
and it's played while
somebody's head is going
through a ear window
with all the accom
partying noises("

-

Coming back to

records, what kind of
audience buys Dennis
Coffey records In the US?
"I have a large black
audience and they usual
ly pick up on my stuff first
and eventually ft crosses
over to the white charts,"
Dennis began, explaining
that the 'ernes -over' is no
overnight thing: "With
Scorpio the record was

out

eighteen

month.

"

before It was a hit
And what are you doing
now Dennis?
"What I'm doing now is
starting to rehearse with
a couple of other guys and
eventually we want to gel
hack In the clubs- We
want to just get hack with
the people and get down to

what really natters

-

I

feel that what my

audience want» to hear is
a funky dance thing and
that's what I'm happiest
doing," he added, ex
plaining that his music's
got much rawer and
funkier In the two years
since toe moved to the
W est ('oast

"The East coast Is far

more sophisticated and
jazz -influenced and .dace
I've been here I've picked
up a lot of new things from
the people I've worked
with: there's a lot of
energy out here and that
suits me fine
I'd just
like to get down and let all

-

that energy out."

record they owned.

he laughed, "I
met one guy who
knew more about me and
the group than I know

"Why,"

few weeks."
The Moments have In
fact been .to Britain
before, as Al explained:
"But we played US Army

quantity over here, as Al
explained: "We found out
some of our early records
are selling for fantastic
prices in your discos, and
we don't have anything
like that over here
English people must be
the greatest collectors In
the world. "
Al explained that when
he was over here a couple
of weeks back for Shirley
and Co's promotional visit
he'd met a lot of fans who

-

Gossip
GOOD chpnee of an
Impressions tour In April
plus a solo single release
from lead vocalist Leroy
Hutson. Nice to hear Lee
Dorsey's still alive 'n
kicking Lee resurfaced
in New Orleans recently
for a belated Mardi Gras
party thrown by Paul

-

McCartney. Also

present: Allen Toussaint,

Ernie K. Doe and
Clarence "Frogman"

Henry. Al Green's Greatest Hlts album all set for
rush -release, as Is Ham.
liton Bohannon's South
African Man album and
Ann Peebles' US single
smash Beware. Out next
week Is Bloodstone's US
single hit My Little Lady,
It's a track from the
group's Riddle Of The
Sphinx LP which shoulti
also be in your shops
soon. Supremes In Muscle
Shoals studios. New US
Soul LP releases include

Vol. 2 of The Dell's
Greatest Hits, debut from

Dynamic Superiors,

Swamp Dogg's Have You

Heard This Stoy, and a

collection of Gladys

every single

owned

do some gigs in the next

completely unknown

I had a drummer come In

lo le-cud the dean track
plus I added clavinet. "
Dennis was in the
middle of explaining his
theory that music is
cyclic: "The kind of
music that'll popular at

-

telephone last week: "But

we're naturally delighted
with the record's success
and we're coming over to

even

myself!"

Enigma

.

Al also threw some light
on the Moments and

Whhtnauts enigma:

"What happened Is that
we had a single out
already as the Moments
when we came up with
Girls, so we put this one
as Moments and
tvhatnauts so we wouldn't
end up competing with
ourselves."
The Whatnauts, he
explained, are the Mo-

out

ments' backing group and

also

moments

aWe.

Al Goodman as we spoke

bases, so we haven't
really worked In front of a
British audience at all,
and we're really looking
forward to It."
The group are not a

1 ,

1

here," said lead Moment

on the trans

provide

studio

backings for many other
All - Platinum artists
"The whole operation Is
like a family business.

have about forty
people working for the

We

when we got back to the
studio we sat down and
label and about ten of worked it out, and Girls Is
those are involved purely the result."
on the business side.
Harry Ray, Al ex.
Everybody else chips in
Is responsible for
with recordings
like pialned,
the ARP - playing that
you'll get secretaries gives
the record Its
doing back - up vocals
distinctive sound.
and soon.
Was All
Platinum
"It's a great way to
work because there's so aiming to make a name
for Itself along the lines of
much freedom artisticStag and Phllly?
ally," he continued, Motown,
asked.
explaining that songs are
"Sure, we'd love for
worked out in 'the studio
from a basic idea so that that to happen, but we
everybody who works on don't want to complete
the records makes a with existing companies

-

1

by producing

creative contribution to
the finished product.
"Girls developed like
that," Al began "We
were doing a stage show
when Harry Ray turned
to me and said 'Wow, look
at all those girls out there
tall ones, skinny ones,
pretty ones
So

material."

He explained that he
wasn't too keen on some of
the slicker, more sophisticated sounds around
and that the aim at All Platinum wasn't to awe
the listener with technique so much as get the

-

the Search
-

BLUE MAGIC: The
Magic Of The Blue
(Atlantic K50112).

With MFSB at their
best to help them along
Blue Magic prove once

Swansea; Liverpool (Ra-

Record Mirror Soul dio City): Sheffield Radio
Search competition gets Hallam); and the Radio
under full steam the Clyde heat hosted by
following regional heats
are now set:
London: Capital Radio
are holding three heats.
Hosted by deejay Greg
Edwards, the heats will

Brian Ford.

Hammersmith Palais
(March Ill); and The

the Soul Search.

again with this excellent
sweet souler that they're
probably the quintessence of what the Philly
sound's all abouL Production rests In the
capable hands of Norman
Harris and he ensures
that the creamy five -part
vocal harmonies come out

Most of the heats will be
the subject of live
broadcasts. It I. now
confirmed that Tymes'
producer Billy Jackson
be at The Royal will produce the debut
Tottenham (March 13); single by the winners of

Royal, Tottenham

(March 25).
Birmingham: BRMBdj
Nlcky Steel will host at
ham (March 18).
Radio Metro, New.
castle, hold their heat at
Zhlva go's. Sunderland
(March 26). Deejay
\'Inky Phil will compere.
Edinburgh: Forth Radio', heat will be at Leith
Town Hall (March 29 ).
Dates yet to be
confirmed include Piccadilly Radio, Manchester

Knight and the- Plps
oldies entitled in The -(frosted by Andy Peebles)
Beginning,

at the Rardrock,

of

your speakers

as

US Soul Singles -

Barbarella's, Binning.

1

3

2

1

3 10
4 11
5 S
6 9

7

6

5
2

s

7

-

SUPERNATURAL THING
Part 1 - Ben
E. King
EXPRESS B. T. Express
SHINING STAR Earth, Wind and Fire
SHOESHINE BOY Eddie Kendrick.
LOVIN' YOU Minnie Riperton
REMEMBER WHAT I TOLD YOU TO
FORGET 'Ilya re»
1AM LOVE Part I and 2 - Jackson 5
SHAME SHAME SHAME -, Shirley and

-

-

-

-

--

Company

10 14

'I

-

because the music's

alive."

And, Al concluded,
there'll be a lot more
living music from the
Moments In April, via a
album Those Sexy

new

Moments, which the

group are busily completing before they come
over to England. And If
it's all as good as Girls,

then the Moments 'can
count on never again
.being Just a name whose
records nobody except the
faithful few are familiar

with

Album picks

steams on
AS THE RCA Records

similar

essential feel of the music
across.
don't like
music that's too mechaniwe tend to work
cal
very quickly and very
simply to get the mood
over, and when that
works It doesn't really
matter If someone hits the
wrong note somewhere

SUPER DUPER LOVE

Billy
W AIRING IN RHYTHM

-

Part

1

-

Blackly ads

Sugar

smooth as they are on

stage.

The album's

grabbers are Three Ring
Circus, the opener, with
Its amusing circus intro.
the full -tilt Love Has
Found Its Way To Me,
and the wistful Looking
For A Friend, all of which
pave the way for the
complete enjoyment of

a

varied selection that

should have even the
Stylistics looking to their
laurels.
CASTOR & MA.fORB:
Castor a Majors (Tanda

STMT. titre).
Caston and Majors are

Leonard Canton and

Carolyn Majors, both of
whom have paid their
dues as Muria backroo
mers for many years It's
a

difficult album

to

describe; stunningly elec.
tric In its incorporation of
a vast number of styles of
music (funk, gospel,
blues, etc), and held
together by a simple
religious theme. One.c.an
truly understand why It's
already been deacribed
as one of the most
adventurous Motown al hums to date.
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When you hear Soul Explosion,
then you hear RCA.
RCA is the soul explosion company, the record company
organisi ngthe big Soul Search Contest, the record company offeri ngthe

fol owi ng great soul records:
NEW SINGLES
HUES CORPORATION sing'Love Corporation' (RCA2525).
TYMES sing'SomewaySomehow(RCA2530).
JIMMIE 'BO' HORNE sings 'Don't worry about it' (RCA 2522).
I

-

offl
HNM
THE HUES CORPORATION
'Rockin Soul' (APL1 0775).

ncn-

YtcM'.

BETTY WRIGHT 'Danger High

BETTY
WRIGHT

Voltage' (SF 8408). Features her

hitsingle'Shoorah Shoorah'

.

SOUL
(SAS

EXPLOSION SAMPLER

1006), great value at only 99p

and a good ,may
to

hear some of

RCA's soul artists

o
it

'

ti

#

.

.`

^

t+

-

THE TYMES Trustmaker
(APL 10727). Also available
tapes. Features their no 1 hiton

single 'Ms Grace'

711;
11

.
ncn

RC/1

RCA is the soul explosion

company
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My name is C -A -P -O -N -E
"DON'T CALL me scar face
. I drive a big car,
Capone
Mercy Mr. Percy .
mercy . . The bad
smoke a long cigar, I'm the boss
Ha ha ha ha
Bad as baby face Nelson
mad boss

...
...

ha."

- ...

No it isn't rave from the
grave, super-bad Prince
Buster re-releasing his

This

Blubeat Classic.

GETTING A'GOOD
RECEPTION

time, the bad mad boss is
an Emperor who answers
to the name of Rosko yeah, you know, that
lunatic DJ fellow.
He has put his unique

patter to platter.

"I

recorded it by accident

really,"

I did

he

a

says. "You see

version of Al

recor.

Capone ages ago but that

wasn't really up-to-date so
I thought I'd better go in
the studios and do another

one."

!THEY WANT A NEW
RECEPTIONIST BUT I
HAVEN'T GOT THE
ICONFIDENCE 1D APPLY

MY SKIN

15 SO DULL
AND LIFELESS.

Featured on Al
Capone are the
highly acclaimed
reggae outfit, the
Clmarons, and

(but who's.gonna play

"I don't think any of us
have much Of geta

Snodland's superstar,
Judge Dread.

relationship, you don't
that because the Beeb is
so big. I mean nobody
goes around slagging
each other off on the
corridors, It's Just that we
never seem to get
together very much.

Actually Judge produced the record and Is

also grunting -in the
background, I think-

he

was eating an enormous
sandwich at the time.

This version

Is much
better than my first one
because we have first
class musicians playing
on

'

"It

was just a matter of
Into the studios
blind and
doing something on disc
that would make people
either like It or hate it,
which it has succeeded
doing. Like people who
are very Into, er, nothing -

going

absolutely
No PROBLEn, USE ANNE FRENCH DEEP
CteANSAIC MILK, ANNE FAENO( REMOVES
'EVERT TRACE OF GRIME AND STAMa MAKE OP
[EAVES Yot1R SKIN FRE91 AND HEALTHY
AND DEEP CLEANSED.

"<

' DINARN'
AND WATER JUST
FJ
ENOUGH
AR "MA
A ,

P

at' the junction like
Brands Hatch. Or when

Stuart Henry had to leave
we got together for dinner

because I thought, well
he's gonna piss off to
Australia or something
and I'll never see him

will - do - but - the original will probably

hate it, but I find quite
often that when I hear
cover versions I feel that
way. On the other hand,
when you hear the cover
enough, you have the
tendency to say, ok, well
it's nice to hear It again

again."

Obviously Rosko hasn't

been affected by the BBC
cut -back and says his

only claim to fame Is
being the longest running
mid -day person on the

type thing."

air.
Mine's the only programme where the deejay
still has the same time
slot," he says smilingly.
"And I'm very proud of
the fact. I mean I've been
with the Beeb ever since

Dusty plle

.I

.

Rosko sheepishly ad-

NOW MY SKIN IS 50 GOOD
!PEEL REALLY CDNFIDENT
LOOR AT THAT

SMASHING

NEW BIRD IN
Ittt!CEPTlON

mits that his other
attempts on record
haven't been buttocktrumbling hits. When
asked how many single's
he's released in the past
he cries: "Oh my gawd!"
and points to a shelf
where a dusty pile of

record lies dormant.
"The greatest me for
me was Grab It The
Rabbit, which was the
'closest to being a hit
People still play It In the

clubs.'cos it's
record.

got

a

The

a

fun

production

bit messy,

unfortunately; I think It

FRINCK

ANNE

'

FRENCH,.

.

.111.1111111.75)_11.
1 LOVE THIS NEW
Joe, YOU MEE 7 SO
'MANY NTERES ING
PEOPLE.

DEEP CLEANSING MILK

for a lovely complexion

was re-cut.
"It's in the same kinda
ball game as Na Nala by
Cozy, a rip snorter so to
speak. I've got a whole
pile of stuff I keep in a
little secret box that's
always tun to do when
someone comes along and
says 'why don't you make
a record', and I enjoy
making them. I Ionic at
them in the same way as
making a commercial - ya
know; you make It and if
It goes well you get a
reward and if it doesn't,
then you have had the
satisfaction of trying."
Will you be playing Al
Capone'an Round Table?
"Well, you see, the
worst thing about a disc
jockey making a record is
that It's rarely played
unless it gets In the fifty.
Urn, the BBC are starting
to warm to it because the

figures are good. The
commercial stations, unless

I know somebody

Function

"Some of us may get
together now and again
for a drink, but It's not
very often, unless of
course there's a function

it.

they decided they needed
a lunaUc to scream for
them around mid -day

l"

ft

Woltmán

well, wouldn't play It
because it's opposition the more popular they
make me, the worst It is

for them!"
There is, however,
every possible chance
that Rosko will appear on
Top Of The Pops to
perform his song for
millions of square -eyed
telly bugs, After all his
-record Is In the BBC top
sixty, so how can they
ignore it?
"I look forward to being

Introduced by Tony

Blackburn (sniggers).
Actually I think it would
be even funnier if (Could
introduce myself. You
know, I'm the type to say.

'an here

were are,

tits

me on the next one'

.

Is
.

Tony has a single out too,
called I Believe In Fairy

Tales, andl guess the title
just about sums up the
record,."
If you think Rosko's
indulging in a bit of
schadenfreude, he doesn't
really mean to sound
nasty. In fact he has a

For those of you who
high regard for most are familiar with Rosko's
fellow Radio One dee- rip-roaring anUcs over
jays.
the air
may have
"I think they're totally already you
guessed he Is
professional," he opines. heavily influenced by the

"I suppose I'm fortunate
because I don't hear any
one programme too often,
so It's fresh. I mean I'll
listed to Tony Blackburn

legendary Wolfman Jack
- but Rosko Isn't giving
any secreta away when he
says. "I think I'm a
combination of about ten
and David Hamilton different people. Like
ocasslonally just to see when you're growls' up
what they'reup to. I you listen to your
Osten to Noel Edmonds favourite deeJays and
also and I like Alan some of It rubs off
Freeman because there's eventually. You kinda
so many surprises in his superimpose your own
programme; oh and style on their style and It
Johnny Walker obviously becomes a modified style because he plays good like I sound different from
music. I don't think Saturday to Saturday a nd
there's anybody bad - people often say, hey,
except for Jimmy Young you really sound different
who used to really give this week' . .
me the blues whenever I
Talking with this Jekyll
heard him on the radio. and Hyde character
Anyway he's moved over (who's as norm$l as yer
now, so that's all right-1"
average Joe public off the
Surprisingly enough, air) Is slightly disthe Beeb deejays hardly appointing - but I don't
ever get together social- mean that rudely. I was
ly. Rosko blames this on hoping to meet Rosko's
programme schedules Mr Hyde character
and the vastness of the Insteld I met the quiet.
BBC headquarters.
unassuming Dr Jekyll.
"I've quietened down a
lot," he says simply.
"Oh. at one time, love, I
was a real raver . - . but,
well I'm getting old!"

BY JAN ILES
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NO SMOKEY WITHOUT FIRE
"

Till: BRIGHTEST pearls

In

the

china/Chapman shell at present are a
forlorn looking bunch of boys from
Bradford railed Smokey, who aren't

Nicky Chinn came In to
join his proteges" so I
asked the more -than -one-

regular gb.nVglitt
products
conveyor belt usually associated with
the two distinguished pop writers
smokey are a talented, original
formation who even write their own
of

the

-

.ongsl

The group comprises Alan SUson
lead guitar, vocals: Peter Spencer

- bass
Chris

drums; Terry Uttley

hit -wonder why he had
predicted that Smokey
will be the band of '75.

..

"Lemme interview

you," he asked.

ti`

--

"Ok, what do you want
to know?"
"Er
I've gotta better
idea, you interview me!"
"Right. you were
asking why I predict that

...

guitar,
vocals and lastly
Norman
vocals and guitar, who incidentally has
a whiter ring of confidence than Mr
Donny "teeth" Osmmd himself.
me combo have been together seven
summers but had only luke-warm
success before meeting up with Nicky
Chin and Mike Chapman.

-

Smokey are the band of
'75.
That (points to

album)

called ourselves The
Elizabethans and then

Kindness but Smokey's a

afford

minute sets a night but

couldn't meet with that
demand as "they knew
only thirteen songs!
"It was tough in those

days," recalled cuddly
Terry Uttley. "We often
thought of splitting, but
stuck it out for some

being

"They're gonna be the band of '75" - Nicky Chinn

we met up with Chinn and
Chapman.

week because they were
supposed to do four forty

my

funny,

silly or

Lash; I believe that the
days of glam rock and

are into.'

Their 'first Claim to
lame was when they
became a resident band
in a Sullins Holiday
Camp; but alas the group
got sacked after the first

I can't

some throwaway comment. I mean I wasn't

e

unknown reason. Still,

band

-

to lay

reputation on the line with

"

better name for us
because it describes the
type of music the

justlfieation.

being flippant

-

"We've all known. each other for
years," said Chris. 'Pete's the newest
member. He joined us about two years
ago when he stood in for our regular
drummer who Couldn't get to a gig one
night because of a train
strike.
'In the old days we

Is a

When I say they're gonna
be the band of '76 I'm not

the gamble paid off when

''Our manager Bill

Hurley was badgering

Chinn and Chapman to
come and see us for
months and to be quite
honest the only reason
why they did was because
we were playing at
Hatchetts In Piccadilly

and Mike (Chapman)
didn't have anything to do
that evening. He came
along purely on the
Chance that he might pull,
ya know," said Chris. "It
just so happened that
Mike liked us,

so

much so,

that he brought Nicky
along to see us a few
nights later."
Peter said: "Yeah, it
does seem an unorthodox
union but we feel that Ills
going to work out very
well.
"We had our doubts
when we first met them",
said Terry. "Because
they had this bubtilegummy type image which I
hated, but now they're
trying to get away from
all that stuff. "

"Yeah," interjected

Chris. "Their song -

writing's maturing and

they're steadily moving
away from the Funny

iMTERVIEW1

JAN ILES
Funny's and Wig Warn
Bam, I mean the proof is
our latest single which
comes out on 21st March
called Pass It Around,
which is also the title of
the new album
it's a
very well written song. "
The album in question
really Is a departure from
Chinn and Chapman's

-

past creations.

Smokey
declare that their music

cannot be categorised,
but It's evidently very

Americanized with

a

plethora of Crosby, Stills
and Nashy harmonies.
Alan explained: "Mike
and Nicky produced the
album and wrote two of
the thirteen tracks
we
wrote the rest. They also
wrote our single. "
'
. Just going to the
loo," Interrupted the
weak-bladdered Peter.
"Cor, he's off again,"
they all chanted.

-

Before departing I

asked the band whether
any tours have been
planned.

"We're beginning

a

tour with Pilot on April
26th. They sent us a letter
saying we'll be treated a
lot better than they were
on the Sparks tour, " said

Chris.

"The up-and-

coming groups ain't got a
chance these days because the main bands
often want front money
from their support band
and these new bands just
can't afford to pay out a
coupla hundred grand."
"We think it's getting
sick", they all opined,

"They're

asking

for

money on the pretext of
hiring the PA but that's

rubbish!"
A

-

sun-tanned looking

IIP

make-up and all that
rubbish . . "
"You think it's rub-

blab!"
"No, no
I don't think
it's rubbish
I was using
a terminology. I really
meant all that Jazz,
because if I say that it
was rubbish I am saying
that I'm rubbish. It's just
that Utis glam rock thing
Is dead, it isn't that
Important anymore; the

--

emphasis is being placed
more on how you sound
and lesson how you look.
"So it I'm to justify my
belief In Smokey I'd say
the real proof is In the
eating, or whatever it Is,
and the proof in this case
is in their music. When I
first saw them at a club I
didn't say 'cor, don't they
look great', I said, 'cor,
don't they sound great!'''

a
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RUDE

Dear Face,

I am only thirteen years
I do know
something happens when
you get older, What T
want t to know Is does
Donny? What mean Is, Is
Donny a virgin? I hope
you don't think I'm being
rude.
Jenny. Waithametow.
No I don't think you're
being rude, In fact I used
to know a lot of
schoolgiria..Actually with
all them electrical gadgets In his bedroom Tike
guitars and things, I don't
see how he could have the
time for girls'.
old but

Ott, here I

THE

Sodi

the Mud fans are

So

stirring up trouble again.
Mick Bell of Preston
decided that it was time
for

Sweet v Mud battle,
he's got one. He
couldn't even think of any
sensible criticism.

I made a list of all

11.

k

`

Mud's faults It would - IF td
stretch from
Lands End to
John O'Groats,

If he wants to bop
around to Womble - type

records OK, but Sweet are
a rock band, and a bloody
good one too.

Angry Sweet Fan,

Gwent.

admit that In
musical direction Sweet
are better than Mud.
I

must

BORING
Dear Face,
I know many Mud fans
will disagree with me but
I think the new style Mud

are dead boring and flat
as a Ted Ray joke. I have
been a loyal fan for 2
years, but I am really fed
up with their present

performances especially
on Top Of The Pops. Ray
& Bob looked bored stiff

with the whole thing and
the group might as well be
called Les Gray and his 3
Cardboard Dummies.
Oh for those exciting
days of Tiger Feet and
The Cat Crept In, when
Mud were really good?
Mud fan. Essex.
I don't blame Ray & Rob
for being bored stiff on
Top Of The Pops. I'd be_
boredstiff too on that
bloody programme.

Elfat

THANKS

LAND"
Also

ff

LP

1L.kéiii
iPó
L.irne.. ene51

Tato Wa,w

DD

BOY-rnN.ING

BOUT

You.. asp.

GERMAN IMPORTS:
ELVIS FOR EVER, w,Ih

papa'book ...o
PORTRAIT IN MUSIC-

'

f] 85

OLAMBAOE.

It

over

60

PLEASE NOTE
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-CASSETTE BARGAINS

Ralf

-

T

Whistle
i
Beech Boys
Good V,e.ale,ns
Some Odd,N
David Bowie
Rod Stawert-let Me Be Your Car

--

- She loves You
-

Steely Don
Do h Age.
Reeling In The Yeen
Steely Dan
Arm Hendn.
MI Along The W,,rcntowee

-

And M.n6de

The web Cnes Mary

-

Wings
GweIreland Buck to the Inch
Steve Sall.

-

Love The One You're With

-

Sentena
Jng/toil War
Alice Cooper Muscle of Love
Monkens
roe a (Reeves
Buffalo Senoeeele
For What It'. Worth
Gary Glitter
Happy ashdao

-

-

Wing.

-

-

Uncle
Conned Mon

twee

-

1
1

{Feb JO to Martel
Falling In love again,
never wanted to? nNa,
lha re the pore old story
with you ,fieheul 9tí11.'
this time It could
looting, affair so put ya
heart n', dpu1 into -It,
and hope for the best. º
Y-ou;11 n'ot be dim appointed. '

z

ARIES
(Mar21-to A6r20i

,

treating you like a dirty
dish cloth tell Rom to go
sweep the .floor with
someone Wetter than,
yourself..Try not to let

Who

-

Stagger Lae

-

Suwon.

-

FOR HIRE

Over 2.
Tnie. to Choo.
from For a. Intl, as 25.p a

Meny uncial otters to
d1Member& free brochure
The S,.r.o Cau.n. Le1MEng
Library IROOm al Sherwood
Howe, Simmons.
Road.
Cenl:rbury, Rem

Bet Gels Don't Cry

-

,

-

FellceTaylor
It Mey%e Wnter

Cool Bold IT, 0059Funky Stud
Weans Chosen Few Fool.,,
Nei Caner
Dreams
Ronnene s Be My Baby

-

-

-

Mayfield

1

,

Move On Up
Funky Resident

James Browntl
Booker T
Tinsels Tight
The Tams
Hey Gel Dent Bother Me
Dooley SlIverapuon
Bumo Me Baby
Belts Beg
Billy Preston

-

,

-

- Mpation
Repeat Yourself
Cwt. Mayfield - Sworn,
Creative Source
Staples Singers

Bus
T

-

-

- OW,as Me

Green

O0on

Lind. Anthony and The Impenaie
Going Out OF My Heed
The PMIly Sound
Dont Depend On Me fknn,anenlall

-

A

Soul

Sheer

Above la
here
oldl.., Latest Sounds from no Steles, We teed

Dace Sound.

,n."..

1.000 NN

for Soul.

.Nolnern Sound Special aHen Get on our Medmg
Lin now by sending fop b, al. year., Ilea or lAp for our non 6lleu

Rai,

17 BEDFORD MILL,

M,

retaliatory; your day

will soon

et

TA TAWS

5H12

-

ses0onedl-

LEO
. (Intyy ill to Angel

weeks and you'll want
thuds eye* to rolled
adaratlon. won't you?
Well then, get oil yer but
and rig yourself mil in

smart vest-

HEX

(WHOLESALE AND OVERSEAS ORDERS WELCOMEI

GEMINI
(May ti to June

SD)

oil otter
hinge which

The weekend

cadting

will

add a new
dimension to your

humdrum life. Perhaps
a party is In the offing or ,
a dandy dance at the
local sedal. Whatever

seintallatbg activities
ca the harems, ,em'
got to make the most of

'hit. prrabi

),

Twiddling your
thumbs
because

there'

'nothln's exerting hap.
penlgg? Well, don't
bank es Ibis quiet Ills
continuing as tare's

plenty, of hell - retain'
tinier just around the
bend -,yeah right near
the number IRA bus
atop!
VIRGO
(Auge Weep tt)
.4 shortlah guy / girl

(Apr Et to May t0)
Now'S the tlmato look

ments.

-

You Left The Fee Bowing

-

these bigheads get you
down, because 11.11 only
make 'mu Mite wicked
-and evil. They say
revenge Is ewe" but for
Ike time being don't be

fruitful month for

Yen,' bed be ,carelul
about being too con.
fident
nuidllane could
knock you down like a
gale twee eight, The
thins to-do la take all
your Victories, wlti - a
pinch of salt,_ and nave
some for Granny 'cos
the Ukee her crisps well

If 'people seem to be

super

Really Hurts Me Get

Jackie Wilson

A

the bocal Jumble Sale).
AR eyes will be formed
on yen for the neat few

Armed And Fnremely Dangerous

halo From My

RECORD CORRER (DEPT

fed up

I'm

wlv people

saying that Mud, Slade
and Genesis are the best
rock groups around. Its
so obvious that Paper
Lace are the greatest
group on Earth that has
ever bin. The Beatles are
just weak compared to
Paper Lace. If you don't
print this you'll get- a
brick down your throat
get it guy.
Teddy, Befnal Green.

F

PAPER LA CE's
Wright

-.

Phil

What the hell are you
talking about. Personally
I think you a
just
another short
sighted
hopper. Talking of which
did you see that the
Rollers havn't been
-

mentioned once this
week.

SUPERSTARS
CÁNCER
(Jtine21 toduly ZO)

your best, so go out and
buy something reepiendant (even, it ire from

-

Fin Choice-

Arthur Conley - swan
- Wen lima
MlaelEunky
~es
Thw offer applies to UN_ only
u .. ample of our lonnrgloN
1st
watch coven

Jo. Cocker

,

MorgIl

Ego..

Baby Como Bock

The

-

- Shwa
Four Season.
MUSICASSETTES

Hold
The

500ks

Bohmd Blue Eyes
Not Rank,,
Personal /

Bumble
Lloyd Price
B.

In

Formed.

Rolling Stonm
Street FgStng Man

Four
,

1

1

Memo
9aM,Nold
Johnny Nash - Curd/
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Elvis

ROCK
ALIVE
TV,
IS
BACK.
YOU end many
LOVING

With

.

SECTOR ONE 70p

Beelle.

DOUBLE

ROCK.

,IAILMOUSE

-5

HOLIDAY.

tALIFOR NIA
-..TROUBLE.
HOLIDAY sod many more
US LP's
HAVING FUN WITH ELVIS
ON STAGE. LOVING YOU.
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Dear Face,
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Dear Face,
I would just like to back
up the letter from the two
Bread fans in R&PM
1/3/75. I've just heard
that Telly Savalas Is at
No. 1. with If. If it wasn't
for thé brilliant song writing of David Gates
neither Ken Boothe nor Dear Farce.
Telly would be heard of as
I would like to thank
pop stars.
for your sense of
Meanwhile David you
humour. Your page is
Gates' latest single Never second to none, after I've
Let Her Go hoon'bentered read the charts that,ls. Do
á complete
the charts
you realise your page has

Star Letter

.

:i1!.:1s7111

ELVIS WORLDWIDE
DISCS
61 GRAFTON ROAD
LONDON NW5
NEW

injustice to the man.
D. Craw,, Chéssington.
If you look around you'll
find a great ninny bands
and singers who use other
people's material no It's
not too bad a crime.

made more jokes than
Ted Ray? The best me
was about Queen imitating the Beatles. The only'
connection between the
Beatles and Queen is that
Dear Face,
they will both be looked
Please pass on my Dear Face,
back on as being amongst
thanks to Peter Harvey
If Self Portrait represented the demise of Bob Dylan the best groups of all
on his album review of then Blood On The Tracks must be his resurrection.
time, along with Floyd,_
Cockney Rebel. At last Dylan is indeed a creature of rare beauty, and who Genesis, Yes, Supertramp
here is a journalist that would have thought in the elevating days of protest that and Led Zeppelin.
hasn't torn Steve Harley our hero would develop into such a grave, yet delightful
If you don't print this
to pieces. Well done Pete, romantic. But he has and the result is an album that Is letter I'll stop buying
you've gained an admirer a work of art.
5,000 copies of Dark Side
Dylan's continued progression makes the efforts of Of The Moon.
for life.
his imitators sound more futile and ridiculous than
Glenda. Somerset.
Robert Robinson, Yorkever. After listening .meticulously to the master's shire.
Well Pete just doesn't Stateside challengers I don't think there Is any chance Cheers Bob. May 1 at this
know what to say, of him being dethroned at the moment.
point pass on my
although I did hear him
Colin Minton, Harwich, Essex.
congratulations to Zeppemumbling, something Well spoken Colin. Its about some of the elopes that lin for reaching No
I In the
about finding this lady's read this page recognised Dylan's brilliant albums charts. A damned
phone number.
son gwrlting capadties. C2. 50 is on its way to you Colin.
good album too.

RECORD & TAPE MART
StVIS FANSII

It to Mall

JOKE

a

well,

If

out

Rouse, I Benw ell Road,
London, M.

CRIMINAL

V. MUD

.

your comments to The
Face, Record 8 Pop
swop Mirror, Spotlight

FACE
1

Men.

pthe
laceto

SWEET

as

The Face. AnytbiSE
you want to write about ,
argue shout or tom

u

really hustles TOCI
Aad It won't be deg
before theyli be Wow
log themaelveo m the
ogee. It wits difficult to
know who

these

love

lam Museum were la
the past because they
followed you Montilla
So be pad eat sad you'll
coon learn Weir true
identities!
LIBRA
(Sep 23 to Oca et)
NCR much to' report
we're amid. But we do
know that you'll be op to
your eyeball, in work.
A. sow as you sort all
Vat lot nut dwell be
Immure erne far the spicier
things la tits,

,

SCORPIO
(Out 23 toll) ev 32)
Conk may be eraecs
and you'll not bear the
merry jangling of
monetary cobs ha our
pockets for some
e.;
Ne'r mind
ado up,
glve us a smile and if
tbb b my ottas.datlac)
the austere m00% of

-

April won't be Unwary
for yowl

SAGITTARIUS
IN OF to to Dee t{)
A ragtag, fiery

sent Is

In

yon don't

lie

pipe
wa(rh

a
t1

step. ,You've bees
getlIn; on ever one's
/servos of late

Y ihel

are just about ready to
punch you on the beak.
Practice Eery Vesper

.'duokinge'' In the
mirror and you'll

ho

CAPRICORN
( Dec 21 tartan le)
Worry U the thing Rat
is preoccupy ing
these

daye.

last offer

a

Bat leeEe
friendly

word d advice and say
it's not worth ill
more yea worry, the
more your probbma
became !nim baba. And

that's, fatal

AQUARIUS
IJan MI to ob/I)
You are seriously

thinking of change, be
It is your workhlg Rte er
your serial me. 'Mass
aren't giving you

Ratproverbial

°'
+ any
more so iM1w e tin gene
to get out whits the

going's good.
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JOHN RORSSALL: I Was

Only Dreaming

(Bell

the Don Covey number
Seesaw, It bops along In a
way that should please

Itli)-

The glitter's gone, as
have the band, and here's
John's debut single as a
solo artist. The ties with
the

DI ANA ROSS: Sorry

Doesn't Always Make It
Right (Tamla Motown

Glitter Band haven't

completely gone, as the
record is produced by
and
Mike Leander
pretty awful production It
is loo, often completely
submerging John's voice.
.Actually. John's voice
doesn't sound too hot
shades of Bowie
either

-

-

TING 941).

This record was actually released a couple of

g

2--1741-W1

me

- -

cold.

DEAN TAYLOR:
Malkin' In The Sun
g.
1

Polydor
New

2058 559).

stuff from

It's

Mr.

Taylor, forsaking the old

- and
this sound

Tamia hits

somehow
doesn't have the punch of
the other sounds. Immediate reaction is that' it's
actually sung by Nell
Diamond with a slightly
richer chorus sound, but
no, it is R. Dean sounding
the N.D. Harmless
enough, but don't see it
destined for much chart
UCCeSS.

('HI-LITES: I Forgot To
'ay I lave You Till I'm
Gone (Brureiwick BR 17).
This wasn't Intended to
he the follow-up to Toby,
but the Chi-Liles have
obviously decided that
they have a bit more luck
with up -tempo numbers
than with the slower
ballads. This trips along
nicely, but the sound isn't
quite as full as some of
their previous songs.
Still, it'll be very popular
in the discos, and might
t,ke off chart -wise.
JACKSON 5: I Am Love
ITamla Motown TMG
942).

Quite different sound
from the J5, with a track

their Dancing
album. Both
sides are the same
number, ulth the A -side
taken from

Machine

lasting over five minutes,
and the B-side finishing
the record off with the
final two and a half

minutes. The song starts
with a solo from Jermalne
very slow
before
getting Into the main part
of the song which Is full of

-

-

driving guitar breaks,

making It a good disco
contender. As far as

commercial appeal,

it

weeks ago, but the pigeon
post's been playing up
again, and It's only just

surfaced on my desk. It's
a change of pace for Ms
Ross
slow and dreamy
and a lot of people
reckon It's amongst one of
her best numbers. Beautifully sung as always,
with some fine arranging,

- sorry.
completely

Ferry / Harley

leaves

freaks every-

Wheelie
where.

JOHN ROSSALL

DEAN TAYLOR

R.

would be better to make
the B-side the top side.

CURTIS MAYFIELD:

-Mother's Son (Pye BDS

CLIFFORD T. WARD:
Jig -Saw Girl (Charisma
CB 248).

Track

from the

new

426).

Escalator album from

number from the Superfly
man
moving right
away from the funky

along gaily. Several
breaks for. heavy string
phases, a touch of

Rather disappointing

-

super -soul sound into a
much slower, at times,
dare I say it, boring
music. Not much hope for
the discos either.
JOHNNY JOHNSON &
THE BAND WAGON:
Honey Bee (EMI International INT 507).
Back to 1972 for this rerelease, which if you
listen to. the backing
rhythm sounds exactly
like Uptight. Cert for the
boppers amongst us who
like a good twirl on the
dance floors, and it might
arouse some interest
elsewhere. Very happy
sound.
PAUL YOUNG: You're
Such A Pretty Thing
(CBS 3017).
O.K. kids, it's spot the
for
commercial time
those of you about to turn

-

your hair grey with

worry, it's the little ditty

penned by Roger Greenaway to go with the ads
for Richard's Shops.
Somehow, I get the feeling
it's not about to repeat the
success 'of the Seekers'
coke ad, but It's not that
bad.

Mr.

Ward, which trips

Hurricane Smith for luck,
and Clifford's voice all

combine to make this one
of those recordatha t could
either make or break.
It'll probably make,
BILLY CONNOLLY: The
Welly Boot Song (Polydor

about records containing
the aforementioned Ingredients, is not without
appeal.
MITCH RYDER AND

THE DETROIT
WHEELS: You Get Your
Kicks (Pye Disco De-

mand DDS 113).
Originally a B-side way
back In the sixties, this
has recently been going
down a bomb In the

Northern soul discos.
Vaguely

reminiscent

of

nice

a

number.

Possibly not the strongest
thing as far as the charts
are concerned, but that
doesn't detract from Its
appeal.
HUDSON BROTHERS:
So You Are A Star
(Casablanca CBX 507).
Follow-up to their last
single, which was very
much In the bubble rock
idiom
quite different
from this song, which is a
down -tempo number that
made the top 20 In the

-

States.

Actually, it's

quite a nice song, and the
'three brothers are currently the subject of mass
fan -mania In America.
With a bit of luck, things
might start happening for
them here soon.

Now before I start this

admit that I
cannot understand the
I ought to

-

n

r'

them.

A
wee song
dedicated to the legions of

welly boot wearers

elign..exe"

With some of the weird
names bands have, this
one Isn't really any sillier
especially when nearly
all the members of the
group had previously
played together In a band
called,Silly Balls. All that
doesn't have very much to
do with this record, which
is a pacey little numero
full of tinkling guitar

-

-

,

where their

previous two singles were
hits, and now their first
U.K. release on Arista
records. -Funky beat,
with lead vocalist Anne
Kavanagh belting out the
lyrics. Good arrangement, loo, and should get
some attention.
&

THE GANG:

Spirit Of The Boogie
O

'"?

THE CELEBRATED

(Polyd or 2001 Sae ).
Deep voice-over for
moat of this soulful
number from one of

America's top funk
bands. That spoken voice
probably makes the

ARTISTS BAND: Who Do
You Think You Are (Oval

AT).

Driving bass drum

record more suitable for
dancing than air play,
and it's probably not the
one to give Kool & The
Gang their break (much
deserved) over here.

-

BILLY CONNOLL Y

ífi

,

SAVE IT

song, written and sung by
Andy, which Is tine for
what it Is, which is more

album material than

single materiaL
SYLVIA: Hasta la Vista
(Sonet 205.5).
In view of a recent chat
with the gentleman who
looks after Sonet Records
In this country, where he
said the last thing they
wanted to follow Y Viva
Espana with'was another

full of des and
Spanish sounds, this
might come as a bit of a
song

surprise

-

seeing as how
it's full of oleo and
Spanish sounds. Bound to
be a lilt in Majorca, but
what happens to it here Is
in the lap of the travel
gods.
D. C. PALMER: Maybe

I'm Amazed (Polydor

2058 555).

I have no idea who Mr.

Palmer is. but the song
was written by a certain
Mr. McCartney
and

-

despite the anmymity of
the singer, the

McCartney
traits stick out a mile. It's
a lovely song, and the
production matches the
writing. If It gets played,
It might do something.

)On'75

,i

Mancar TED

group. Medium -paced

Getting It
A

;

TWO SMASH SINGLES

-

DENNIS

{l'

,0"-R

FsaRcat:oRsosS
-

E

.ESOUND

.T^aH

OF SUCCESS

It

produced by two members of that self -same

COFFEY

DoTo Me
SXX4

So

Second release on the
Kinks' record label and

REAL BODYAND SOUL

LONETTE
McKEE
CIW

(Private Stock PVT 9).

KOOL

-

everywhere. Yes, well
I played it to my wellies and they couldn't relate to
it either.

YOU'LL FLIP OVER THIS

_

ANDY DESMOND:
Gale (Kong KOS2).

Car (Bolton Back)

States,

appeal of Billy Connolly
who despite my lack of
enthusiasm has managed
to notch up a gold disc for
his recent Cop Yer Whack
For Thls album. This,
apparently, Is his an-

pounding out the rhythm,
almost a
trombone solo
busking sound on this one,
which despite the impressions you might have

POODLES: Chicago Box

FANCY: She's Ridin' The
Rock Machine( Arista 1).
Popular band in the

particular review, I think

13 826

HIT IN MAJORCA

strings.

2058558).

I

d
SYLVIA- BOUND TO BE

W
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Enter

DIDYA SEE Top.Ot
The Pops last week.
Like a freaks circus
it was, what with
Bowie in that pecu-

liar suit looking

shop and Barry
Manilow trying desperately to keep his

closing up corápletely.
But it's not either
of those tw o that

we're concerned
with, it's Nell Se-

daka. Didy a see
him, in that hat,
looking just like a
well-fed rabbi ? Well
that, folks, is Mr
Sedaka's 'new imIt began simply as an
album cover photograph
for Nell's US compilation
album, Sedaka's Back,
and pretty good it was too
much better than the
bland portrait that graces
the sleeve of Overnight
Sensation, his new British
LP. There wax the wide
brimmed hat, a dark
shirt, pinstriped waistcoat and a big cigar, and
It looked, as Intended, all
very Al Paclno and The
Godfather.
So far, so good, but then
Sedaka's current British
tour began and, he tells
me, "some people sug-

y

-

I

gested that
would

o

r

be

a'

*'
W

011.116

'

people really want
them."

Revue

auspicious resort are
known for their sang

Apart from his usual
commitments, Neil currently has two exciting
special projects on the
cards. Firstly he has
been approached to write
the score for a major film

en-

and secondly,

semble would look better

Mr Sedaba than
there are at the moment..
less of

Keep In trim

-

conceded defeat in the
battle of the bulge, and
fits in the odd game of
tennis when he can to

that well-known tennis
fanatic Elton John, I
wondered If they'd ever
played together.
"Oh no," says Sedaka,

looking distinctly

alarmed,'he's much too
Elton isn't the only
superstar fan of Sedaka's. In the States Neil

has,

with dramatic

suddeness, changed from
being thought of as an old
has-been into one of the
most respected of musi-

cians' musicians. His

triumphant opening in

Los Angeles recently was
a

real star-studded

with the audience including Neil
occasion

Dla mond, The Carpenters
and Keith Moon to name
but a few. Yet only nine
months ago Nell was
talking bitterly about his
failure to gain recognition

f.,
s

I

abstractedly.
You don't sound very
excited about that prospect. don't you want to be

as yet

in it?

"No, I don't think so.
I'd rather be collecting
the residuals than
schlepping from city to
city In something like
that."
Finally, Nell reveals

keep In trim. Since he's
become great friends with

EPC 3104.

s---

Still, he hasn't

I

au... ^I

with his new songs In his
own country while he was
enjoying hits with them
all over the rest of the
world. That bitterness
now finds mild expression
in the sarcastic clue of his
new, album rOvernight

there are

plans for a touring
theatre revue built
around his songs.
"They've even asked me
to' be In It," he murmurs

if there were a few pounds

Mike Batt at
Mike Batt
on a great newsingle-.
You Would Have Been
A RockNRoller

I

"I tried it out first on
ultra -conservative East-

certainly the new

`

luck.

pushing your

frold. In lime of course,
we'll get used to it, but

A ROCKn:ROLLER'.

wherever there are

prefer to play a shorter
set and do extra encores If

bourne and it seemed to
go down fine." Ah well,
the residents of that

'YOU WOULD HAVE BEEN

Sedalia reckons that one
of his main advantages is
his voice. "It's a god given voice," he says,
because it's completely
neuter. Johnny Mathis
once told me that he'd
heard some tapes of mine.
without knowing It was
me, and said 'who Is this
girl: She's fantastic'. "
Neil says that he Is now
prepared to spend the
next five years playing

"I think ft is better. You
can play every song you
ever knew, but tf you go
on too long, you are

r-.

whirl.

a newsingle

very gifted tunesmlth.

to.

better

hung up his best white
suit and decided to give
the Godfather gear a

great mysteries to me,
because most people
seemed to like the single.
I think perhaps it was
because I wasn't here at
the time. I think maybe
I'm one of those artists
that needs to be seen to
get the hits. "
Apart from being a

people who want to hear
him, but to Conserve his
energies, he now has a
warm-up act and plays a
shorter set than he used

I

dressing differently." So, eager
to oblige, Nell

remarkably consistent,

the odd man out being his

freaks
circus

age.

her autograph book and
she wasn't getting any'.'
Did you expect to be
asked to change the
lyrics?
"By the BBC? Yes. "
Did you mind doing it?
"No, It's still a cute
song and I'd Ube to write
mot'@In that vein. "
Sedaka's record of hit
singles recently has been

last, Bad Blood, which
despite heavy airplay
didn't make It.
"Yes, that's one of the

rabbi
'n a

lazy eye from

4

'I saw her last night with

edaka,

intent on spitting a
whole mouthful of
teeth all over the
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NEfL`+SEDAKA: Out
goes the old white suit
In , comes the Godfa-

ther Image.

Sensation, though Neil
says he- didn't choose it
himself.
This belated acceptsays. "is the
realisation of what had
come to be the Impossible
dream and now that I've
had a number one hit in

Overnight Sensation is
Sedaka's favourite of his

albums.

"I

always

believe that the last

album I made is the
best," and he listens to It
frequently. "I don't listen
to my albums critically to
see how I could have
all the US charts with made them better or to get
Laughter In The Rain, I ideas that may stem from
think I'm good for another them. I'm just one of
five to six years After those people who get off
on their own albums."
that
give up. "
It may seem a little
It's hard to think of any
impetuous to picture such of Sedaka's good-time
a rosy future for himself brand of music
ever
after just one US hit, but, causing offence. but his
as he points out, "There new single The Queen Of
were so many songs I 1964 did run into slight
could have gone with trouble.
instead of Laughter In
"The BBC asked me to
The Rain," and he rattles change two lines of the
of a list of some of his lyrics before they'd play
biggest British hits, It. I altered 'she once had
which, of course, have Mink Jagger' to 'she once
until very recently re- kissed Mick Jagger' and
mained virtually, un -r 'I saw her last night and
known !n America,
she wasn't getting any' to
ance,

I'

he

that behind that everpresent smile of his, he Is
more vulnerable than
most.

"Did you see the review
of my concerts in
of one" he asks.
No, why?

"It

nasty."

was

just very

In what way?
"He didn't write about
the music at aIL It was all
me, he just didn't like
me." He looks crewtfaen
and you can't help feeling
sorry for him. Without an
ill-natured bane In his
body, he seems to find tt

hard to believe that
anyone could set out to be
deliberately hurtful
and it's not that he's vain

-

As

he

has

said

many

before: "I don't
care what people say
about me. They can say
I'm fat, old, anything,
just as long as they get
times

around,. to -the mueie
"that's all that count*.

'
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l

Don't miss
next week's

1IflLS1I1)!
III

ERIC CLAPTON:

with snatch repeats and

There's One In Every
Crowd (RSO 2479 132 ).
So he's gone the whole
way then, gone one step

answer -back chorus lines
that the music seems lo be
performing endless cartwheels or, to put It less
flatteringly, chasIng Its

further than Ocean
Boulevard's introduction
to Eric's new found

own tail. Still, you can't
fau It the performance and
I'm sure the production is
everything Bowie wants it

lanky/reggae style. Now
from Eric's point of view
that can only be good
because it means that
he's

playing what

to be. Of course too,
as with everything he
does, there is a lot to

he

wants and no doubt
enjoying it more than
forcing out rock licks.
From a personal view
point I much prefer his
guitar playing In a rock

admire.
J.

But If by
avoiding that, Eric's
going to play better guitar
then that's fine. It is

"Nothing's Gonna

,

e

creature, I don't think I
could live with It for very
long.
RFC.

-

a

'

for the guitar, just let that
.Ind you. Listen to it as an

excellent funky package
rah a bit of reggae and a
smattering of gospel. It's
not Eric as you remember
him, but by God is it
Rood'
MT.

-

TELLY SAVALAS (MCA
MCF 2699).

In case you are

-

Htt'ID BOWIE: Young
Amerleans

(RCA

RS

11x161.

il,

it contains eight tracks
minutes 6 seconds
music. which is all that
should be said until
you've given it a lot d

'¡

and 40

),

of

plays. Bowie albums
invariably have a way of

creeping up and seducing
you long after you thought
you'd given them a firm
and final no/ With this
one, however, after six
hearings I'm still holding
out on an awful lot. It has

'
,

/

11

I/

already been said in
advance that, like Hu My
Dory, it Is simply a
collection of songs. but the
description is irisleading. Whereas the

Change My World." In
the end though, despite all
there is to love or admire

in this highly -strung

his guitar playing
Don't listen to this album

I

into the line

puts

define this
album in a way, because
it lies between two Ideals.
What Eric wants to play
le. the song; and what
people want to insten to

difficult to

who

rich

ófFÍuhWy Dal& was
in melodies, this,

apart from the Lennon/McCartney song

Across The Universe, can
only claim one tune of
sorts. It Is much more a
collection ,of fragments
bundled up into four or

live in inute1,nrcels,_LIke_
those kids every night of
every week jerking their

bodies around in discos
because there Is nothing
else to do, It has a joyless
energy, spasmodic, awkward and frustrated.
The lyrics are so thick

wondering If any reviewer Is prepared to take
Telly Savalas seriously,
let me say that I have
nothing against people
ho can't sing making
albums. In fact, according to my friends, most of
my favourite artists can't
sing. An actor's dramatic
reading of a good lyric
can often do more for it
Wan a musical voice, but
In Telly's case that Isn't
true. The distinctiveness
'of his speaking voice
overshadows his Interpretative abilities, which
anyway, when applied ,to
music; are heavy -hand-.
'ed. After a while it comes
as a relief when he
actually does sing,
although he proceeds as
gingerly as would a man
on a leg just out of
plaster. The songs, which_

%i/

-

.º{i

STEALER'S WHEEL:

Right Or Wrong (A&M
MLR 68293).
A fine third innings
from the dynamic duo of
Joe Egan and Gerry
Rafferty. The mixture's
.A

much

the

same

as on

previous offerings:

a

palatable potage of the
Beatles and the less
vitriolic side of Bob
Dylan, plus that extra
miracle Ingredient that
turns what at first sight
might seem mere derivation into effortless stylishness. This time around
the boys are helped out by

ultra -fine

some

sesslo-,

veers: amongst the
Instrumental highlights
are Bernie Holland's
macho guttering, some
fine keyboards from

THE ROLLERS
Deck on top

David Briggs and the
sumameless Geraldine &
Josephine, squeegee sax
from Chris Mercer and
Dave Wintour's admirably muscular bass. A fine
set of strong melodies and

well crafted, almost existential (seven of the ten
songs are written in the
first person) lyrics. One
to wallow In.
OD.

I

.111 (1

-

MICK ROBERTSON:

\

)

Then I Change' Hands
(CBS 80594).
Mick Robertson the tan,
good looking presenter of

Magpie has already

whetted our appetites
with his debut -single, The

.

ti

'

-Tango's Over, and now

II

attractive songs. Mick's
voice Isn't one of the
strongest I've heard as It
lacks depth and warmth;

GEEING

MUSHROOMS

'EM UP

-2

4e

ON THE MOVE

IN LAST week's Discos

spot Ian

Hurley was
talking about the difficulty he has buying records
In Belfast. He has been
trying for ages to get hold
of a copy of Bill Barclay'+
if Days Of Christmas,
released on the GM
record label,
Well, low and behold, a
gentleman from GM
Records phoned us at
R&PM asking for Ian's
address to send him the
record,

Like Sonet Records,
from any
legitimate disco open
atom, so If you want to
get
on their mailing list, write
GM like to hear

Records,

grand

90

Warrior Street, London
WI.

Address your, 'effete to

the Promotions Manager.
All he want to know is
how many nights a

week
y'ol work, where, and how
many people dame to your

As simple as

COLIN KING;
room man

Mush-

TONY WILLIAMS runs
Mushroom International,
a D.J. agency and
equipment sales company.
Mushroom Itself has

a

total of

40
throughout the

clubs

country

where they regularly
place their dee jays.
From time to time. each of
the jocks will be packed
off for

a

me or two week

tour of the popular
resorts.

DJ PICK OF THE WEEK
THIS WEEKS chart comes from Pete Hanson from
Chislehurst in Kent. For a change, it Isn't a ilsting of
current hits, but an oldies chart.
1

2
3
4

5

-- -

I Hear You Knocking Dave Edmunds
All Right Now Free
Spirit In The Sky NormanGreenbaum

- Tlmsny James
- -- Rolling Stones

Mony Mony

Brown Sugar

too-

-

Revival

-

-

though the other venues
are centred around larger
cities. Each of the jocks,
working full -tinte earns
good money, and Tony
has about 20 on his books,
with 50 more working

part-time.

and the

mud-slingers
Charts and
Colour Poster

PLUS

DAVID GATES, Never
Let Her Go (Electra K
52012).

Second solo album from
the ex -Bread man which

includes his
The furthest north they

reach Is Wrexham,

Moving on to the
equipment side of things,
Mushroom sell gear from
Spencer Davis
B Gimme Some Lovin'
Pulsar, Comsar, Pluto
10 Groovin With Mr Bloe- Mr Bloc.
and Capper, all of which
can be seen at their
If you want to see your chart in R&PM please send it showroom in London's
in, along with any photos you might have of your disco. Oxford Street.
6 Jig A Jig
East Of Eden
7 Proud Mary
Credence Clearwater
8 25 orb
Chicago

job providing
Imaginative musical Improvisation which gives
the album a unique and
pleasant sound. Therefore I think Mick's
experiment on disc has
been very worthwhile
but whether it has the
necessary Ingredients to
be a hit, -is for the fickle
public to decide.
JI.

R

MUD

but he uses it well by
choosing suitable, easy to -croon material backed
by quintessential arrangements and lavish
production. Credit must
go to the band who do a

/!////,f!,!///,///////!//,/////////////////////!!

%/

tl stings,

THE RUBETTES

may surprise us all and
make some song truly his
own.
RFC.

which contains many

by JOHN RAINFORD

to GM

Hats off to

good safe choices, but he
doesn't do any of them
any great favours. Who
knows though, one day he

has an album on release

/

I

Include If. Something,
You've last That 'Lavin'
Feelln', Help Me Make It
Through The Night and
You're A Lady, are all

can't

help
loving the vapid prettiness of Win despite
myself, the rhythms of
Fame are irresistible and
Across The Universe is
moving just on account,of
the sheet defiance Bowie

context.

I

r

RFtPM

bunts

current

single release of the same
nacre. Now I'm a great
Bread fan, and also liked
David's first album very
which is a way of
much
saying that this album Is
very disappointing. Although I was trying very
hard to listen to the
tracks. they tended to
blend into each other all
too quickly, making the
album sound like me
continuous song. More

-

FILL IN THIS COUPON AND HAND IT
TO YOUR NEWSAGENT

7.

PLEASE RESERVE/DELIVER A
OF
COPY
RECORD
&
MIRROR
POPSWOP
EACH
WEEK
NAME

ADDRESS

variety, please, Mr

Gates. There's no doubt-

ing your talent as a
songwriter, you just need
á few changes of pace.
S. B.

Lesa

sin

MILsssaaaarir gyres-lMs-~111

RECORD & POPSWOP MIRROR MARCH

HEN N

HO
DESPITE

ALL the

forecasts to the contrary,

MARCH I7th

IRTIN CARTER.
Trusted
N

W'heels,carlisle.
GONZALES, Middlesex
Polytechnic. The Queens way, London NW3.

MIKE ABS.ALOM.

South

Devon College, Torquay.
JUDAS PRIEST, Me-

o

Steve Harley and Cock.
ney Rebel are very much
alive add well and raring
In eel started on their

British tour this week.
The lour kicks off on
March 14 at Plymouth
Guild Hall and continues

morial Hall. Barry.
CARAVAN / RENAIS.
SANCE. Leith Hall,
Edinburgh.
S ISSAFRAS, Marquee,

18,

Winter

111,

Landon IOOClub

18

and

-

London Camden Ding
walls 19.

Gardens. Bournemouth
16. and Dome, Brighton
IT.

-

Even though there la

still

Ann Peebles Is back In

Britain this week for a
short tour of onenighters. Dates so far
confirmed are London

that

hope

the

Rainbow will be able to
remain open after Its
official closure date this
month, a gigantic all-star

S4ransea.

BACK

DOOR,

Ronnie

Frith Street,

Scotts,

London (=tit 29. 3).
ROB KERR WHOOPEE
BAND. Golden Linn. 490
Fulham Road, London..

SUNDANCE, Quaint.
ways, Cheater.
MUSCLES, BarbareJin's,

Birmingham
MICHIGAN FLYERS,

`

STEVE HARLEY & COCKNEY REBEL-

ham.

MICK RONSON & IAN HUNTER

FBI, Kensington, Russell
Gardens, Holland Road.
London.
ROCK ISLAND LINE',

London WI

WOMAN, Greyhound,
Fulham

Nottingham University.

GLOBAL VILLAGE

EDO.AR BROUGHTON
RAND. Bristol Univeratty.
Flit, Dingwalls, Camden
Lock. London NWI.

TRUCKING COMPANY,

St. Andrews, Norwich.

TUESDAY

STEVE. IIARLEI &
COCK NEI REBEL
Odeon, Hammersmith.
OSIRISA, Regal, Redr-

MARCH

18th

GILBERT O'SULLIVAN.
Apollo. Glasgow.
SHOW ADDYWADDY,
Country Club, Meadow

uth

CURVED AIR, Leicester
University.

GLOBAL VILLAGE

Vale.
RALPH McTELL, Winter
Gardens, Morecambe.
JACK THE LAD, Ainwlck
College.

ROBIN

Sutton Bnnington College
of Agriculture.

r

RACK DOOR, Teesside

Polytechnic.

dlesbrough.

Mid-

1

TRUCKING COMPANY,
Golden Lion, 490 Fulham
Soad London SW6.
RICHARD DIGANCE +

(ri

CURVED A t R,
Brangwyn Hall,

Newland's Tavern, Peck-

W'ardour Street,

90

Taunton

H RE

i

concert will be staged The North. Kevin Coyne.
Band, John
!here on March 16. Three Jess RodenRichard
and
Marlyn,
record companies
Linda Thompson. The
Island, Chrysalis and concert/party ~start at
Virgin
are collaborat- 3 pm and will continue
ing in presenting the until at least midnight. A
event. Many acts have spokeman for the organ.
still to he finalised hut Isere said there will be
attractions already con. free beer for the audience
firmed are Hatfield and "until it runs out. "

Deisnn Four Aces March

this week at the Odeon,
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&

S11 .AKIN'

l

BARRY

DRANSFIELD, Fairfield

Ha

I

I,

Croydon,

UPP, Speakeasy,

GEORDIE, Country
Bumpkin. Andover.

FRIDAY
MARCH
MANFRLD

MANN'S

EARTH BAND. Salford

University. Maxwell
HalL

RAND, Hard Rock,

48

y

CLANCY. Dingwalls,

,

v

KURSAAL FLYERS,

14th

EDGAR BROUGHTON

Manchester.

Margaret Street, London
WI.
Town Hall, Lambeth.
BLACKFOOT SUE. Tiffany's, Purley.
ROCK ISLAND LINE,
Nero's, Southsea.

STEVENS

AND THE SUNSETS,

i41cc.

City !tall,

New-

castle.
FR í1U1'1'. Huddersfield
Polytechnic.
GILBERT O'SULLIVAN

/ CLAIRE HAMILL. New
Victoria Theatre, London,

MIKE

Swansea

1

STEVE HARLEY &
COCKNEI REBEL /
SAILOR. Guild Hall,

Plymouth.
1CK THE IAD413edforil
College, Regent's Park,

of

Education.
.1 UDAS
PRIEST, Patti
Pavilion, Swansea.
ST ICKRIUGE. Crawley
College of Education.

r

London.

PURE CHANCE, Newcastle University.
SASSAFRAS, Trent Polytechnic.

Sil AKIN STEI'ENS,
hite Knight's Hall,

N

Reading.
RONNIE LANE'S SLIM
('!ANCE, De La Salle
College, Manchester.

DECAMERON, Sorby
Hall, Sheffield.

SNAFU, Golden Dia-

mond. Sutton-in-Ashfield.
PASADENA ROOF OR('HESTRA. Biba's, Kensington High Street,
London.

BE BOP

DELUXE,

Worcester College.

S"'EPIIANE GRAPI'ELLI, University of
Surrey.

THE BIG NOISE
IN HI -Fl MAGAZINES
Before you buy
hi-fi equipment
buy Hi-Fi for Pleasure,

the magazine that
gives sound advice
oft equipment
best buys
Hi -Fi for Pleasure
Monthly 30p
Hi -Fi for Pleasure, The Adelphi,

John Adam Street, Strand, London WC2

FUSION ORCHESTRA,

MANFRED

lege

Hemel Hempstead.
GROUNDHOGS, Roundhouse, Dagenham.
DUCKS DELUXE/ SL

tr

GEORDIE, Trinity Col tree, Carrmi rthen.
OSIBISA, Top Rank,
Plymouth.
JACQUES LOUSSIE_t,
Assembly Hall, Tunbridge Wells.
CURVED AIR, Sheffield
University.
SUNDANCE, Durham
College.

THE SEARCHERS, Cen-

tral London Polytechnic,
New -Cavendish

London WI.

Street,

MARMALADE, Sorby
Hall. Sheffield.
BYZANTIUM, Notting-

ham University.
STOMU YAMASH'TA
B

/

ATTIATO, Borough

BLACKFOOT SUE, Pontypridd Municipal Hall.
GEORDIE. Trinity ColIege.Carmarthen,

Albans City Hall. ^ GEORDIE, Mary Ward

College. Nottingham.

SATURDAY

AMAZING BLONDEL,
Bristol University.
BREWER'S DROOP,
College of Education.

MARCH 15th

NEIL SEDAKA,

Royal
Festival Hall, London.

Nottingham.

BLACKFOOT SUE,

I(ALPII McTELL South-

ampton University.

County Ballroom. Taun

IOrc,Caird Hall, Dundee.

ton.

HATFIELD

&
THE
NORTH, Nottingham

BROTHER LEES, Top
Hat, Spennymore.
University.
FUSION ORCHESTRA,
GILBERT O'SULLIVAN Winning Post, Twlcken
/ CLAIRE HAMILL. .ham.
Odeon, Birmingham
GAS WORKS, Ripon
ACE, Birmingham Unl- College of Education,
versityDerby.
CIIOPYN, Weymouth Col.- KEVIN COYNE, Cardiff
lege.

.JUDAS

University,

IATFIELD

PRIEST. City

THE

Technical College.

LINDISFARNE / AJ
WEBBER, Leicester Polytechnic.

castle.

JACK THE LAD, Pler,
Hastings
SASSAFRAS, Liverpool

KENNY, Baths Hall.

University.

M

I'ETL BROWN'S FLYING TIGERS, Ding
wall's, Camden Lock,

.ARMALADE, Steam

Machine. Hanley.

-

SUNDRY

London NW1.

RONNIE LANE'S SIJM
CHANCE., Northampton
Technical College.
BE BOP DELUXE, The

M ARCH 16th

Granary, Bristol.
STEVE HARLEY AND

COCKNEY REBEL,

SANCE,

BER THIS, Side Saddle.
Auckley, Doncaster.
JERRY FLOYD, Bedford

T.D(TION, Rainbow, London.

London.

College.

ton,

4

Lodge Lane, London

5112.

STACKRIDGE, Civic
-

a c e

Farm House, Soyth
Harrow.
STEVE HARLEY /

COCKNEY REBEL Wine r
G a r d ens,
Bournemouth.

JACQUES LOUSSIF,R
TRIO, Fairfield Hall,
Croydon.

ANDY FRASER BAND /
MIKE HERON'S REPUTATION, Colston Hall,
Bristol.
KILBURN & THE HIGHROADS. Golden Lion, 490
Fulham Road. London
SW6.

Fair
MANN'S

ANN PEEBLES,
Acres Club, Dalston.

MANFRED

EARTH BAND,

Hall. Guildford.
MUD. Civic Hall, Corby,

Camden Lock. London
NWI.
BE 11OP DELUXE, Unity
Hall, Wakefield.

ANN

PEEBLES /

BREEZE,

100

Club,

100

Oxford Street. London

Wl.
FRUUPP, Barbarella'a.
Birmingham.
JACQUES LOUSSIER
TRIO, Pavilion. Hemel
Hempstead.

ANDY FRASER BAND

/

MIKE HERONS REPO
TATION, De Montfort]
Hall, Leicester.
MICHIGAN FLYERS.
The Kensington, Russell
Gardens, London.

comma

NEES

Greyhound, Croydon.

EDGAR BROUGHTON

TRUCKING COMPANY,

Birmingham (March 19).
RALPH McTELL. Glaa.
gow Apollo March 191.
GILBERT O'SULLIVAN,
Usher Hall, Edinburgh
(March 19).
STACKRIDGE, Winter
Gardens, Clee(horpes
(March20).

GLOBAL VILLAGE

Humberside Theatre,
Hull
KEVIN COYNE, Rainbow, London.

FUSION ORCHESTRA,
Winning Post. Twickenham.

.11

1111

EDGAR BROUGHTON
RAND, Holdswcath Hall,
Manchester.

RALPH McTELL,

Gardens.

10ce.

Usher Hall.

SASSAFRAS, Golden

Diamond. Sutton Gold-

field.
SH.4KIN STEVENS &
THE SUNSETS, North
London Polytechnic.
STACKRIDGE, Lanchester Polytechnic, Coventry.
STEVE HARLEY WITH

COCKNEY

BAND, Town

REBEL,

-Dome, drightan.

JACQUES LOUSSIER

TRIO. Wyvern Theatre,
Swindon.

Hal

1

GONZALES,

Camden
(

MARCH -7th

Edinburgh.
GILBERT O'SULLIVAN
/ CLAIRE HAM ILL.
ABC. HuiL
GROUNDHOGS/STRAY
/ STRIFE, Civic Hall,
SolthulL

THE SUNSETS, TonIng-

MIKE HERON'S REPU-

I

London.

SHAKIN STEVEN a

-

P -a

BYZANTIUM. Tithe

Bournemouth Winter

port Theatre, Stockport.
EDGAR BROUGHTON
BAND. City Hall, Newcastle.
RALPH UeTELL, Coventry Theatre,
tecc, Apollo, Glasgow.
MIKE HERON'S REPUTATION, Colston Hall,
Bristol.
GILBERT O'SULLIVAN
/ CLAIRE HAMILL, De
Montfort Hall, Leicester,

A
BAND CALLED O,
Chelmsford College of
Further Education.
SIIAKIN STEVENS &

/ RENAIS-

Theeatre, Manchester.

RONNIE LANE'S SLIM
CHANCE / BEES MAKE
HONEI, Victoria Palace,

NEIL SEDAKA, Daven-

Odeon, Taunton.

Parkr. SUNDANCE., Madeley

CARAVAN

Scunthorpe.

Cambridge.
HATFIELD & THE change.
LOUSSIER,
NORTII, Penthouse.. JACQUES
Winter Gardens,
Scarborough.
Bournemouth.
GEORGE MELLY / CURVED AIR, St.
JOHN CHILTON FEET
.Andrew's Hall, Norwich.
WARMERS / REMEM. ANDY FRASER BAND /

College. Regentts

&

NORTH, Nottingham
University.
JOHN PEEL Havering

Hall, St. Albans.
STACK RIDGE, Leeds
University.
CARAVAN / RENAIS
S.ANCE, City Hall, New-

THE SUNSETS, Bishop
Otter College, Chichester.
FRUUPP, Corn Ex-

Hall, Greenwich.
KEVIN COYNE, North
Staffs Polytechnic.

MANN'S

EARTII BAND, Pavilion,

Willesden Technical Col-

1

AIRS AI.O'M1T,

College

,CARAVAN / RENAISSANCE, Apollo, Gins -

MUD: Civic Hail, Corby

March 20),

Dtngwalls.
NWI

Lock,

111cc, Odeon, Hammersmith (March 20).
SOFT MACHINE, Ian

-

Chester Polytechnic

March 21).
RONNIE LANE'S SLIM
CHANCE, Friars. Aylesbury (March221.
CURVED AIR. Town
Hall. Torquay (March
1

22).

MANFRED

MANN'S

E IRT11 BAND. Kufsaal,

Southend (March 22 )

STEVE IIARLEY /

COCKNEY REBEL. Colston Hall, Bristol (March
23).

ACE. Victoria Palace
Theatre, London (March
23).

SOFT MACHINE, Town

Hail, Birmingham
(March24).
MAC & KATIE.

KIM

NOON. Hove Town Hall.
Hove (March 28)

HUNTER-RONSON. City
Hall.. Newcastle (Otar*I)
26),
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44tLIiIT
pJeaitis that
add up
BELOW
THE BELT
PRICES...

IU

THE ORIGINAL
OLD DENIM

3 button waistband) Thigh pocket, 3"
waistband,
side pockets, leg length
32
leg length 34"
34
Col: black, beige,
green, blue.

BOMBER

war

overt

Wranglers, etc.
Send to: Dept. RM

navy'

Waist cam 2B .36

Tommy Mfg.

aAGGtE5
STYLES

STTLE aaa
COLOURS

AC[

erYU
h

r

ALSO
BOsaríEPs

MIES

AG0155

State alternaP
0,11blalsn'r

rol

MI b 10

+ 30

Cheques P/O's mod@

i

2006ley Street,
Northampton.

DOaicAL

ae...

black, brown, navy,
green

DENIM £5.95 INDIGO
+ 30p p&p
DENIM
Col: black. brown,
£6.25

t-ibnl Le9

tommy

grey Col:

STYLI

STYLE

woo

243k

CORD £6.50
+ 30p p&p

CORD £6.20 + 30p p&p

jeans, shirts, skirts,
bombers,
waistcoats,
jackets, etc. All made
from
old
Levi's,

esm

32"BIRMINGHAM BAGS

3'

Send large s,a.e. for free
catalogue of our complete range Including;

M e

1AGGIU & DOWIgia

HI-WAISTERS

32" BAGS

GEAR

Da.

1

GLACE

6

p4

v l
pas
poalaAL
CuaiM

TURIRSTSCEIOPRMI
41 -Regent

Street
Runcorn, Cheshire

.ri

26

s

BOMBERS

lr
sr

ra.

4..40

CORO

Guys

s
s
s
o

S

é

sitEs

bOMBER
SmaraiM

ctüvflvr

wk

nrAeaal

PACK k

,:mutt
rawas

we.

4.20

42'

le- eosr

laey W

5

aJ..tda

f

111111-1,1"!:=1:,,4

Delivery 7-14 days. Manes refunded If retuned unworn wlrh seven days

i

's

ORIGINAL CAMEL

Also
horn.

W"

and

1

jEw

1

Zodiac.
Lovely
ours

'// ..

i

---

MICHAEL McFADDEN

,344
j14

London 948

,arketsa E775

assorted stripes
&checks
.

I

108 Campden Hill Rood

body
and culls Tree size

\;It

,
I

t

I

FREE

with pockets
sizes 10-16

í35O

'i'

£2

LEVI JEANS

i

-

¡

Colours

and natural,
sizes

32-4225. 20p PAP

SWEAT
SHIRTS

Assorted c0la,s
f199+ 25p P8P

CO11On,

1'

sizes 32-36
assorted colours
checks

assorted

1E\

25pPSP

LEVI VELVET
BAGGIES

a¡
,

and

slopes

Any Initial

with super

leans
flared

op

I

pep

battens and
blue

centre

leg.
state Yeast

. app pse

3615

DRYDEN
CHAMBERS
119 OXFORD ST
LONDON W1
Tol 01.4393M7

black

,a

hips,

+ 25p

b
hes

Ilan

ru

on the

ENTERPRISES CO.

20p

MANOFASHIONS
o.WRM
WRANGLERS
I

Ill

Stover

ht warm

moat

FORONLY

light

bluge,ree

RS

Pus 25pp&p

gloom porn

poe
dN

Be.alfulle cut

Bomber Je442 Side pedal

W h.n erd.dmg

eatCa men
~mg,

in

Sues

as

L

30in
Seta Cockers

Brown light blue
burgundy 5UMB.

sate altemattvr colour
Jacket. together
smolt. ineapensoaa

as

t.

atü95+250

pE p (please rushn
Guess

3416Lí

>.

Chicks hips.
In dark wine or navy
blue

Pace

Gies

giw

hip

etn,Ne,

Patota Roll Necf

£4,95

Roue
g Neck

£5.95

_

£4.75

SHRIMP DESIGNS

DepLRM 23 Thor erh, Streatham 5.00 Road Lund.,
SWI.
PLE415.000 Ztr Per promo, le post end-Paaee Agnes«.r
4611

[AK

5

-

£3.23. 23P PLO
INDIGO DENIM WAISTCOAT
CMtCS. tsp,
~GPO era Soled. 4 u t ar sled faster. Sires 8..1155
INDIGO DENIM

coyerr stud las,en.%

48" Waist

am

K & A DESIGNS (Dept. R26a HANNAM ROAD
KINGSWOOD, BRISTOL BS15 2PP

WAISTCOAT

hot

2

DENIM CAPS.
hvkgo denim

214aato

Brawn.

bolt Blue
Sun 32- to O-

I

WNS, Navy, Brown
Beige Rust, Bunu.aly.
Grey and Bad Gras.,
Sires
26'
S

QUALZT AT THE NEST PRICE
WRANGLER STYLE JEAN& Indigo hem Sead
te 20 hoeam
/rum podara. poi
h
i
eapAen Srat. a/rumaka
lop Ike_
2S,aim
FLARED INDIGO DENIM SKIRTS. newton, h,
son hen .nip coos.. stud lameness Sires 016

e

30" to 48"Chest
Same coleurs
would make

lkohYmkty Shmand
Wool Cos Block.
New. Bay. Whir

buttons

,n

Ga eolrne, Donegal
Tweed, Cord a Dawn

lbrab oNormally

26in1eto

-

SWEATERS

BAGGIES
T Wnibaral.d

made

9.95
Now

£6.95.

velvet

Laai ss with large
flares and two inch
belt loops A lamas

tie otter

I

test bops

234'
6-

Price

.

to and

Fa.

a.akw

FOR THE BEST

great colour.
grean, navy

CORDUROY FLARES

24" to 48"Waist
Girls give MP Cae

coo. la

CULPEPPER CATTLE
I
CO. LTD.

CORDUROY JACKET

s

quality

'

Is lie am

Bock. Brown. N
Wine Sum 2-6"

LIBRA,

Super Quality with aide pocket.
Goat cotean: Laght blue, greoM1
r burgundy
brown. n

NIGH WAIST
CORD BAGGIES
colours
In

navy,

bE3.

CORD BOMBER

to 48"Chest
30"
Sian attmadve-mlaur

and

comfortable Various
tatting
"Southerifsn Comfort"
Comforrt'
and "Camel" (as
billustrated), Straw.
erry Field/ Coca
Cola, and UK Untver.
Sties etc Sliest
S.M.L. XL Colours:
V elnw. WNW. leek

£3.99

CHOOSE ANY

EseaOent twenty

By

really moo Ill. lour
parch Cockers, tail
reps 28- Bares

7.12 days delivery. Prompt refund ll returned wterbt 7 days
made Patience toüb a
Cheques/ Pas/
Sept 1RGM' 15, Shrubbery Read, Streatham London

336 yoga ROAD
LONDON SW18

FOR ORDERS OF OVER TWO
POST FREE

GARMENT

Ma

30. 34.
navy or

Only E2 95

ARTISTIC

inset In
Guys

Chicks

Colours
Sand Chanae or PO

MUSHROOM

,r

pale
Sup

leg lengths.

1t0611Sars 1041
bmebure
36

Only

SSp

Vóda.sbnwroom

I

Please send RO, M/O Or Cheque to

F<. £6.50
Brushed darer Leal

Cnlal ChaCe

wabcrehantled
should y00 rot be Sal5lred
MaN-1a

34' fuels 0 to 161

Best

Lowest pokes bestselection,
Effect projectors. sound to
light unite, Fumtices, bubble
machines era Ste.

.dlLNnatrve

C2 25

FLARES

Pondent S Chain

Only

When ordering please state

VELVET

P

n

Announcing the
winners of the
DISCO LIGHTS
price war

\1

40, Church Street,
S
LondonNWB

KEY RINGS

PENDANTS
Any Initial

LIBRARY CATALOGUE

(ll

I

100'.

CHEESECLOTH
SHIRT

Ii

SUN TOP See free

TIE TOP

cheese cloth blouse
half sleeves.

sizes 10-14
C2 g5

I-'

n'
I

PENDANTS AND
KEY RINGS

to Rentacessetio
PO Bon 7 Wenehum¡Dorsel

y

DENIM
WAISTCOAT

+25P P&P

,Yj'
ci

and
; natural
Colour
í375.25p P&P
DENIM SKIRT

INITIAL
RENTACASSETTE
superb' hire
orrery VI.
service for Pop end Eery
listening tapas bp sumo tar

DENIM DRESS
sizes 10- 16
C7 +25p P&P

elasticated

1

( º

r

Please send
cheques o,

Fleesat
N_g..R.eDLr,.n
t630

s4A
)1.14

Lem

e

wdnerlL

32

Mad.'

[Wove Bleu

Ytnna t7

E.naSmdl Small

- J_-_

BULL SLEEVES
CHEESE CLOTH SHIRT

ai

3.5-1-1

sstLtes
34.a
3

lj

LIGHTERS £1.00

ML

Mat

Made M
One sue

SST
tun NS
'.+N
...e.0 ~in 14 awn
Send chewer a POne o

pd

N

GUYS-

5

crudes

at

11

sits yews
. 23P30-42
run

conaooa

Ati.75.Oa

Min TO MAW,
Slat w .sloe

111102/11

14 a

Mar.., heal

-

lair

THE CULPEPPER CATTLE CO. LTD.
R. IA JOHN STREET, TUNBRIDGE ~we,

Iwk

Send

aaa

KENT

11114

HILL

for caJooue TRADE ENQUIRIES H¢LLOME

rol

41.41.21

MAWIT IDIACE

-

30

Y

JI
- = =i....
--C-r. - ~war" --I_I

SWEET

ADVICE
vef

SWEET HAVEN'T been In the British
charts for a long time, and it's a far cry
from the days when they could put five
singles in the charts during a year.
So tt is interesting to hear what Brian
Connolly of Sweet thinks about the bands
that have replaced Sweet In the Top 50.
"Replace is the right word," reckoned
Brian. "They're doing exactly what we
were doing three years ago. And they've
got to do it, but I hope for their sake they've
got the sense to do the right thing - keep It
up for as long as you need keep it up and
then change your attitude the right wt;,r.
Get into the music.
"Sweet were lucky. We
were into the music before
we were into the giam.
The first hit we had - no
way would we have
recorded that lilt wasn't
for the' tact that every
band needs a hit. We did
0. Funny Funny, because

awes a hit song.
"We've been around,

we've done a lot of work
and going into the music
more now, Is establishing
the fact we needed hit
records - we've all got to
eat - we had a lot of big
hits, and we made

money."
All you bands around
today take note.

.1

-

,

impersonating Telly Savalas? Wrong - and
nor is Bowie, Bolan or any of Bay City
Rollers. Here's a clue. The shades. Got
it? . . . Of course It's dear old Reggie.
Our Elton was
transformed into a
bald, whiskery superpop for an Amerscan television corn-

Americans. shown on Top
Of The Pops last week,
showed these rumours to
be depressingly well-

STAR BREAKERS`

LOVE CORPORATION, Hues Corporation, RCA
MY MAN AND ME, Lynsey De Paul, Jet
SNOOKER/30, Ringo Starr, Apple
THE UGLY DUCKLING. Mike Reid, Pye
SORRY DOESNT ALWAYS MAKE IT RIGHT, Diana
Ross. Tamla Motown
YOU GET YOUR KICKS, Mllch Ryder & The Detroit
Wheels, Pye DiscoDemand

Genesis went
to Paris._
So did we.
Only in

...

Plus
10cc,
Rory Gallagher,
Sweet,
David Bowie,
`Tommy' previews
and Mickie Most
GET IT TODAY !

wars sad to

his once

7

4

2 I

5

4

6

3

7

3

4 ANT lOUBACK, Jackson Five
LOYEG ROW'S, Edison Lighthouse
INSTANT KARMA, John Lennon and loko
Ono with the PlasticOno Band
LET'S WORK TOGETHER, Canned Heat
THAT SA ME 01.1) FEELING. Pickett) witch
YEARS MAY COME, YEARS MAY 00.

8 19
9 8

Hermann Hermits

10

15

14th

RAINDROPS KEEP FALLIN' ON MV
HEAD, Ruche Dlsiel

March

1970

1985
I

IT'S NOT UNUSUAL, Torn Jones

2

2

I

I'LL NEVER FIND ANOTII ER YOU,

Seekers

SILHOUETTES, Hermann Hermits
I'LL STOP AT NOTHING, Sandie Shaw
GAME OF LOVE. Wayne Fontana
THE LAST TIME. Roiling Stones
COME AND STAY WITH ME, Marianne
Faithful;
8 5 DONT LET ME BE MISUNDERSTOOD.
Animals
9 6 I MUST BE SEEING THINGS, Gene Pitney
1014 YES I WILL, IIoilles
13th March 1965
3

4

4 11

5

3
6 31
7 9

r't

singer Cher.

handsome face being

Man in
ANDER1N'STA R.
LET IT BE, Beatles
BRIDGE OL ER TROUBLED WATER.
Simon and Garfunkel
W

I

-

3

Ir

edy show with

deterioration

LADY MARMALADE, Labelle, Epic
SING A HAPPY SONG, George McCrae, Jayboy
LOVE ME LOVE MY DOG, Peter Shelley, Magnet
THE QUEEN of 1964, Nell Sedaka, Polydor

I

star. Is it
Telly Savalas impersonating Kojak

REPORTS OF concern

His physical

1970

`2

O. K. kids. Guess this ageing rock

health have been filtering
across the Atlantic for
quite a while now. They
said that Bowie, who
never eats enough anyway, had now become
frighteningly wasted.
The film of David

founded.

L

WHEN I'M 64!

over David Bowie's behold,

Young

.
r

15, 1975

=

TIME WAITS
FOR NO MAN

performing
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scarcely recognisable
and his corpse - like
appearance only made
the more grotesque by a

19&1

RUNNING BEAR, Johnny Preston
POOR ME, Adam Faith
DELAW ARE, Perry Como
YOU GOTWIIAT ITTTRES, Mary Johnson
BE MINE, Lance Fortune
THEME FROM A SU.LIMER'PLACE. Percy
Faith
7
0 WHY,.Anthony New ley
8 4'SLOW BOAT TO CHIN A, Emile Ford
9
8 PRETTY BLUE EYES, Craig Douglas
10 13 WHAT IN THE WORLD'S COME OVER
e YOU, Jack Scott
12th March 1900

severe fifties - style
haircut and angular, Ill fitting suit.

I

2

3
4
9
5
7
5 12

His voice too was in

appalling shape and it
was almost pitiful to
watch him aiming hoarse-

.

ly at notes he could once
reach with ease.
-For chissakes man,
take a holiday before you
burn yourself up com-

pletely.`

I

2
3

r

-

Move over

darling

\

O

THE POWER of beauty,
it has no bounds,. Lyn

l'aul driving along the
road with her mother,
was forced to slow down
and stop the other day,
when a road tarring
machine, spouting flames
and all, pulled across in
front of her car.
Politely Lyn poked her
head out the window to
ask the other driver what
he thought he was doing.
"I'm late for my train
already," reasons Lyn,
"can you move out of the
way please?"
The gentlemen in the
lorry, seeing her predicament, Invited her up to the
cab to -talk it over. Lyn
being diplomatic refused.
By this time there was
quite a queue of cars
building up. and the lorry
driver realising he wasbeaten, reversed the lorry
back and let- Lyn and her
mother through. But then
he quickly moved forward again and all the
other cars had towed!.

WELL, they were all cut
on Sunday, weren't they,
dears) And anyone with
the current copy of I Spy
Stare would have filled
most of their book H
they'd been hovering
outside the Drury Lane
Theatre after the arras
leg Labelle gig. Blanca
swept out Into the arms of
an enormous black limo

ILL

and disappeared into Use
night, but most of the
other poseurs rushed off
for poet-gig jollifications
at a diem In Kensington.

ER

PAUL McCARTNEY album with
couldn't have picked an
apter name than Wings
for his band y'know
because ever since he left
the Beades they've done

nothing but wing there
way around the world.
Jamaica, Lagos, Nashville, all have been the
setting for one of Paul's
albums.

And now the

venue is

latest

New Orleans
where Paul and the band
are mixing their new

some sightseeing, which takes In the

city's annual carnival,
Mardi Gras. That's why

Paul Is dressed as he is,
getting really involved In
the festivities.
And one of the tracks on

the new

album

Is

expected to be a song
called My Carnival. "We
just loved Mardi Gras,"
explained Paul and Linda
"and we thought it would
be wonderful U we could

capture that spirit In
song."

a

TAKE ME TO THE PILOT!
WOW! We've been swamped
by people wanting to join the
Pilot Fan Club. And here are
the names of the first lour
who sent for applications and
win one of those fabulous

Pilot sweaters.

They are: Janet Bulcor\ of
Blackburn Road, Padiham,
nr. nurnley, Lanes, who gets
the sweater belonging to Ian
Hairoson; Susan Burt of

Brunswick Road,
Edinburgh,

Scotland, who
gets Stuart Tosh's sweater;
Joan Garnett of Si, John's
Road, Edinburgh, gets R's
and lead singer DavidBI
Paton
Is giving his to Jackie

Lawrence of Canterbury

Road, Reeding, Berks.
Now for the other 50 fiat
who get a copy of the album
From The Album Of The

Same Name. Elaine Trainor,
Oak Road, Erith, Kent;

Greyhound Terrace, London; Ian Smith, Earl Street,

Barker,

Foshollues Road, Birmingham; Denise Finlay, Southend Road, Essex; Carlo
Mans; Thaekery Ave,

Peter Wilson, Morley Street,

London;

C.

G.

rairholmes Close, Blackpool; Dense Meadows, Hope
Close, Mountnessing, Essex;

Sheila Kershaw, Kelvin
Road, Norbreck, Blackpool;
Margaret Morgan, Broom house Path, Edinburgh;
Joanna Spong, Perry Ruse,
Forest Hill, London; Helen

Smith, Mudford Road,
Yeovil, Somerset.

JackieMcKay, East

Mons, East Kdbride; Vicky
Johnson, Ashleigh Road,

Solihull; Susan Callister,

Templar Terrace, Isle of
Mao; David Crocker, Teign
Road, Plymouth; Diane

Hater, Underwood Road,
London; Corlee 'Winter,

Glasgow; Susan Glbb,

Tottenham; Debra Molyneux, Fraoehe Road,
Kidderminster- Heather
Clarke, Waverley Park,
Edinburgh; Amanda Humby, Houndsdown Ave,

Houasdown, Southampton.
Josephine Cleife, Chatsworth Rand, Midas; Robin
McCully, Onslow Parade,
Belfast; Anne Kirk, Sten-

house Street West,
Edinburgh;
Jackson,
I.

Harriogay

rescent, Darlington, Co Durham: Mark
Jennison, Spencer Ave,
Derby; Sharon Jackson,

Elton, complete with
beard growth, .David

Essex, Gary the Gee,
complete with new lady
Dee, more normally seen
on thé arm of a certain

Mr.

Bell,
Dal-

dark
Mike

Batt (complete with
Womble costume
really!), Long John

Baldry, Colin Bluestone,
Julie Felix and Diddy
Hamilton. A veritable

cast of thousands. The
Imbibing went on far Into

Haddo House, London;
Jackie Jones, Fairview
Grove, Wolverhampton:

Lynn Moran, Barnes Road,
Morecambe; Lesley Mann,
Broadwef Road, Solihull;

Christine Atkinson, St
Oswalds Road, York;

Georgina Sauvo, Plane 'Free
Close, Burnley; Richard
Kellet, Kendal's Ave, Leics.;

Pauline lanes, Clarkston
Road, Glasgow, Carolyn
Glen, Portobello, Staffs,
Adrian Stannard, Thomas
Bata

where. Considerable
numbers of people did not
appear In time for
Monday. Still, while

Labelle raptured most of
London's night life, the
editor of u certain wellknown music trade paper
was heard to observe that
it was just that bit on the
camp side and whatever
happened to the Supremes . . . Yet another
chapter in the String

Driven Thing disaster
merles. After getting
stoned In Milan (with
rocks, dear), and beaten.
up in Switzerland, they've
now had a mugging In

Stewart, Angie Amsterdam

Madeleine
Annie Roes, Roger
trey (hiding behind
specs), Lyn Paul,
Bowie,

the night, and was a true
source of Joy for huskers
of .Alka Seltzer every.

Ave, Essex;

Maggie

Gardiner, Kender Street,

London.
Graham Staples, Marston
Ave Dagenham, Jacqueline
Civil, Drayton Close North-

ampton; Carmel Barlow,
Coalville Road, Merseyside;
Beverley Mitchel, LethroE

very funny

-

the use of

Goodies' diamond.

studded Donny teeth for
spare-part dog . . . very

unfunny

-

Goodies'
current single.
who's
the lady publicist currently confueing friends
by turning up In stunning
outfits and not being
recognised by anyone
.

.

Road, Arbroath; Alisan

Stabler, Wear Street, Tyne
and Wear; Peter Johnson,
Carr Lane, East Yorkshire;
Shannon Canvel, St Andrews
Ave, Crewe; Paul Doyle,
Salisbury House, Rolle 20,

Merseyside; Catherine King,

Radcliffe Street Nottingham; hark Fisher Spey
Way, Romford; Debbie
Everett, Poundfield Road,
Sussex; Verene Barrett,
Plumstead Common, London Wendy Ashford, Fauk
land Crescent, Wolverha roe
ton.

H you want to Join the fan
club, please, please please
do out send to Record Mirror
and Popswoy for applir aloe
forms. The fan club addrns
is: Pilot Fan nub, 18 flukes
Street, Landon SW3.

POPSWOP MIRROR MARCH
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ALL YOUR unwanted 45s
and LPs purchased. Good

EXCITINGI'DIFFER-

W.F.E.

comFor quespatibility.
tionnaire and details,

-

- PEN
Send
for free details.
-

Write:

Dating (RRM/3),

available. S.A.E.

-

h1

,

`

of singles + albums for
sale. Many bargains.
S.A. E. for lists.
Box
No. 206R.

-

+

"OLDIES (Unplayed)
and Ex -Juke. Send

-

S. A. E. for lists.
105
.Canrobert Street, London

- OLDIES

E2.

Pop / soul /
vintage R+R / progressive. A must for every
Dee.- Jay. Send lop for
catalogue.
Box Mill
Lane, Wallasey, Merseyside.
EX TOP, 30 records (196°74) from 7.4p. Nearly
2,000 titles and all major
stars. Send S. A. E. for
list- 82 Vandyke Street,
Liverpool L8 ORT.
SOUL SALE: Covsple'te
(1956/1974)

EX -JUKE BOX records,
Oldies, unplayed, chart
singles. S.A.E.
47
Chelmsford Street, Weymouth. Dorset.
SOUL CASSETTES. Prerecorded from 99p Mayfield Temptations Brown
S.A. E.
1 Bennet Close,
Basingstoke.

-

-

of our
matchmaking success..
Brief details of yourself

lo:
SoulMates (R),52
Shaftesbury Avenue, Ian

--

W.I.

-

-

-

-

-

PHOTODATES YOU

ji
I

sale

RADIO CAROLINE The
True Story. A Dutch
import album produced
by Brian Anderson and

goads price

-

- Box

No, 203R.

SINGLES:

Records Wanted

URGENTLY RE-'
QUIRED. Recording of
David Cassidy's

Shawfield concert!! Will
pay your price.
Box

-

THE MUGWUMPS LP.

G. Myatt, 22 Hillside
Road, Sudbury, Suffolk,

Oxton,
Birkenhead, Merseyside.
EX -CHART SINGLES
from 5p, Albums from
40p. Good condition.
11 Manse! Drive,
Lists.
Murton. Swansea, Glamorgan.

ington Road,
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WANTED: HYPNOSIS &
Crazy, Mud, 8 Hammerstones Road, Elland,
Yorkshire. TeL Elland

-

11.5.0 ,110

DeWitt

-

No. 201R.

1957-1974
Chamelarge S. A. E.
leon Records, 32B Well-

_
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2667.
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-DAVID
Box No. 202R.
AGED'28 would

-

like ladyfrlend aged 20-28
In Manch' ter /f possible.

-PENFR:'NDS
Box No. °05R.

AVAILA. E. to
Carrlckbla-

Suffolk.

S.
10

IDENTITY

BRACELETS. Chrome plated and engraved with
the name of YOUR
STAR. Examples Telly
Savalas, Status Quo,
Alvin Stardust, Slade.
State your choice when
ordering. 99p pp from:
.J. B. Easter, Commercial Engravers, Tanning Street, Lowestoft,

easy

term Post

l,Sl on

B1133 5A V

PEROAn

- -

MINI SHORT range MW
VFO Transmitters, only
Guaranteed!

15!

Robinson.

-

-

ale/Marketing Service.
Donovan Meher Ltd,
Excel House, Whitcomb
Street, London,,.' WC2H

22

-

Glovers

'(S. A. E. ):
(Box
304), 243 Regent Street,
London, W1R 8PN.

(0892) 32177.

TAILOR-MADE J1NG.

LES featuring your own
name puts real sparkle
into your show. Wide

range available. Top
atudio quality, low cost!

-

Tel. Jayne, Roger
Squire's (DJ Studios). 01 722.8111.

Disco Equipment

TRANSMITTERS, medium wave, variable 200

to 300 m Portable work,
from 12 volts, 15 watts,
output, complete, C40.
Also available higher
power MW and SW sets.
Write for details, F.

-Johnson,

30 Gainsborough Road, London,

DISCO UNITS from only
Complete MOW Waco
system trolls only !179.
EBL

Easy ,terms available.
Many diem bargains at
ROGER SQUIRE'S (Disco Centre), 176 Junction
Road, London N19.

Telephone Jayne,

SIONAL Mobile Disco
with lights, Jingles and
Top D.J. requires bookings East Coast or
Box No.
anywhere.

-

E.): Robert

Publications

272

Mobile Discos

TAMIL MOTOWN,

com-

plete singles listing, 1965Channel 7,

-

20710.

shire.
Situations Vocaét%
SONGWRITER MAGAZINE free from Inter;
national -Songwriters Association (RM), New GO-GO DANCERS, -all"
Street, Limerick.
types wanted.
985 2991
HOLLYWOOD COM- or 985 2826.
PANY needs lyrics, for
new songs. All types
wanted. FREE details
Musical Services, lá05/R,
North Highland Holly- Printing
wood, California 90028,
USA.
TEE SHIRTS specially
LYRICS WANTED by printed for groups, clubs,
music publishing house. discos, promotions, etc.
11 St Albans Avenue,
Also printing service.
London, W4.
Stamp for details.
Multi Screen, Southill
Road, Chatham, Kent
DISCO

-

-

-

-

Welk.',

a.

176 Junction Road,London N.19 500 Tel: 01.272 7474

+

RADIO

C4.30 INC.

Incove

coal and

LUCKY JIMS DIM/

-

COTHEQUES
ANYTIME, Anywhere. Marlow, Essex. 35159/20845.

etc

IN Aeeonsaovo

MIRAGE "MOBILE"

AeBOTTS LANGLEY.HERTS

Discotheque, from Portsmouth. D.J.: "Pete
Gaylor". Anytime, Any6234.

Emsworth

C. K. 12s.1. DISCO and
light show, make Easter

SOUNDLIOBT CON-

more fun.

- Phone Chaz,

an 01-2281597,

Channel
1

E9;

3987.

SQUIRE'S (Disco

Centre), 176 Junction
Road, London N19.

wm. wn ee+Arq

-

where.

lighting Equipment

LIGHT SHOW Projectors
tram only £15. Tutor 11250
WQI projectors from only
CO. Many light show
bargains at ROGER

EEO...4

01-

4010.

'rem: RECORDS

13

- Terry,

DAVE JANSEN 01-609

-

10

novelties.

7907512.

THE TRUE STORY
A omen Impon Album
',reduced by Brien Anonym;
and Normen B.ningeon

wheels.
S. A. E. lists
or visit showroom, Mushroom, 38 Dryden Chambers, 119 Oxford Street,
London, WL Tel: 01439

form & advertisement rates

Phone

DISCOTHEQUESANY
TIME / ANYWHERE. -

FANTASTIC DISCOUNT
PRICES. Effect Projectors, Soundllte Converters, bubble machines, fuzzlltes, prismrotators, sirens, effect

CMONS

-

H ughle. Rain ham 58977.

01-9672826/2991.

1500W 117; 3000W 125;

PLEASE PUBLISH MY ADVERTISEMENT UNDER THE HEADING
,nsegroe(S) caminegehly withh the
ava,Iable issue I enclose Postal Order/Cheque value E
made payable W RECORD MIRROR.

TWIN -DISC, sound entertainment for all occa-

stuns, MC/DJ.

T. J. DISCOS light/Mow

Channel 1000W
A

DISCOTHEQUES.

,- 01.888 9755.

Cerium,

Simon Semen- Roger Sco.
IBC. Capitol. Adler, lee,.
Radio Caroline and SI the
lateet red. sew..
Send A cop Portal 0,0,, got
SCRIPT. PO 000 ADO
KINGS LANGLEY. MERES

VERTERS,

11,SEl)

SOUNDSINCREDIBLE
DISOJOT)4EQIJES

Johnny

DJ'.
Gave

DISCOTHQUES

SOUNDSINCREDIBLE

AVAILABLE

Feemotno

SOUNDSINCREDIBLE
SOUNDSINCREDIBLE

SCRIPT 18
IS NOW

SOINDSINCREUIBLZ

DISCOTHEQUES

DISCOTHEQUES

.

FULLY PROFES-

LYRIC 'WRITERS required by Recording
Company.
Details

ees,tSI

-

D.

Enterprises, 78 Birchaeld
Road, Kidderminster,
Worms, DY116PG.

Engagements
Wanted

ATTENTION LYRIC

writers- Mj ke the most of
your material.
Details

1>

discotheque, clubs, Radio
gallons.
Tel: Kennylyn, Sound Studios
Ltd., Tunbridge Wells

Mallow

74, 75p PO to

2828.

7ER.

(S. A.

alised for your awn

Way, Chatham, Kent.

N12 SAG.

LIVELY SOLO, ' duos,
trios, required.
Versatile, Pop / Country Western, 965 2991 or 965

Mu

TO

-

Musicians Wanted

Songwriting

LYRICS

,TRANSONIC SINGLES.
You've heard them on the
now they can be
radio
yours. Available for the
first time In Great Britain
at Incredibly low pr/cee.
Tailor made and person-

Norman Barrington

Only 13, 90, S.A. E. for
other' radio records,
Peter Lentos), 101 Pytchley Road, Kettering,
Northamptonshire.
20 WATT M. W. Trawl miners
complete with
modulator
t15 + fl p.
& p.
up to 50 mile
range,
Rajack Electronlrs, 468 Walton Road,
West Molesey, Surrey.

.,

7474.

.

worn

U TRADE ADVERnSEMENTS

1-

S. A

15

cker Road, Portadown,

CENTRE

R&PM'SMALLS-order
i
T

-

Stars done.
Stephen, 27
Cornhlll Square, Aber-

MALE 21 seeks attractive
girl 17.25, Halifax area.

M.aorder and COD ser.ce Easy parking

wD Mr. -Lomear

OIL PAINTINGS of Pop
TOP 50"

asset...

SLAT

-

London, 8E19.

Penfriends

cales DAM -

TN

Safe

ELTO,N, SPARKS,

sex.
MUSIC CLUB Pop etc.
details S.A. E. 14 Shilton
Road, Barwell, Leics.

3-30

-

Purple, Glitter concert
dose -ups, Colour & Black
and White. S. A. E. for
lists.
R. C. Wallis, 23
Dulwich Wood Avenue.

Drive, Hornchurch; Es-

For the biggest range of &seas amps DJ mreerS
speakers l,ghl,ng Angle maCMnes Engles
andd,scsaceessories in McUR Bargain prces-

'An

iw

ANDY AND 'DAVID
Williams Fan Club, 'lend
S. A. E. to I Randall

e
RA14,

Associates, 3 Morecambe
Road, Brighton.

MUSIC FANS Pentrlend
Club, SAE. 10 Charlton
Road, Tetbury, Glos.
BRENDA LEE Appreciation Club, 10, Walcot
Road, Dias, Norfolk.

ABLE
Pentiend

lists,

Commission circulars,
Leaflet
AsarofI

Clubs

Noakes, 30 Sneyd Hall
Road, BloxwlCh, Stafford.

choose from hundreds
-S.A.E. for free details. private collection for
- C. E. I. (RM), 3 Manor sale. Over 650 soul
Road. Romford, Essex.
sounds. Please send
s.a.e. -M. Evans.
SHY NORTHAMPTON large
Lodge, Tunbridge
Guy 29, seeks girl living, 89 Pine
anywhere for steady, Road, Maidstone. Kent

sincere friendship.

-

fan

PRIVATE COLLECTION' Craigavon,

24,

Sussex._
STAX OF TRAX: For
your Soul; SAE.
Mr S.
.1.
Smith, Borth Farm.
Bontddu, Nr Dolgellau,
Gwynedd.

the secret

don,

-

Soúthwalk, Middleton,

relationship has car.
Box No. 200R.
MALE 19, seeks girl 18-20
to write/meet Suffolk_
area. Box No, 199R.
M
OUIATES:
find out

-

shire.
STACKS .AND STACKS of
singles and Albums, large
S. A. E.
lists.
P.
Stevens, 77A Gaisford
Street, Kentish Town,
London NW5.
RECORDS FOR SALE.'
Elvis "Live" 1999 LP, E3:
Elvis "Forever" LP,
f2.60.
Box No. 204R.

- S.A. E,
Whitworth

to

4,000

-

Green,

Booth Crescent, Water.
foot, Rossendale, Lanca-

,

for sincere

Creation,

Supremes. Wells. Also
Pop. S.A,E. R, Berry,27

discuss titles.
PASTBLASTERSI 20,000

-

1

Gaye,

-Ltd.Ring01-950
Capital Music
6660,

seeks

19

SOUL SINGLES:

'

Chobham,

17-20

19,

68

St

shire.

Road, London, S, E. 25.
HIT SINGLES at only 15p
each (min 10 assorted).

Surrey, GU248NB.

girt

'58-'74.

Chris,

send large

Georges, Telford, Shrop-

"HITS -1.1 -MISSED" oldies

for list

A.E. Soulscene,

Stafford Street,

109

ley.

LONELY GUY,

S.

Records For Sole

-

Road.

5p

-

Queen's Road, Reading.

sey

SOUL, POP singles from

I. M. Computer

S.

Club. Falcon
Rouse, Burnley,
JANE SCOTT for genuine
'mends, introductions opposlte sex with sincerity
and thoughtfulness. Details free.
Stamp to
Jane Scott, 3/RM North
Street, Quadrant, Brighton, Sussex, BN13GJ.
PENFRIENDS at home
and abroad. All ages.
Send S.A.E. for free

VALENTINE'S DAY is
every day at: CUPID
CITY. 12, (R. M. ) Chert.

A,

74,

Northamptonshire.

you can make
exciting new friends.

- European
Friendship Society, Burn1,

-

Amhurst

If so,

OUS?

details

,

releases.
records available.
Peter Lentos, 101 Pytthley Road. Kettering,

Park, London. N16.
ARE YOU ADVENTUR-

phone 01.267 3519.

TEENAGER /
PAM anywhere.

Continental

for Dating / Penfrtends or
Romance or Marriage,
Thousands of members,
ail ages, England and
abroad. For tree details
send S. A. E. to

astrological

S.A. E.
Teenage

GOLDEN EARRING LP
Switch t:á.90. single Ce
Soir £1.10
latest

F.NTI The best services

MAKE A DATE WITH
IRE STARS, join Astro
Computer Dating, because ally we combine
computer technology with

(

CAROLINE BADGES.

etc.

Personal

1

FULL RANGE of bud.
ness services available,
Including
inexpensive

12'4p.
E.
Plus
- Press (SRO),
Clifton
quality, printing, wholse- Gardens, London, N,15.

-

r

DJ fingles

Free Radio

Services

prices paid. Any quantity
hut records must be in
good condition. Send
S.A. E. with (lets for cash
offer!
F. L. Moore
Records, 167A Dunstable
Road, Luton, Bede.

Telephone Jayne 2727474.

DJ Studios

RADIO AUDITION

-

TAPES Special rate for
DJs:. only L8 per hour.
Further Information Tel.
Jayne, Roger Squire',
(DJ Studios)011- 722 8111.

-

(Radio DJ Courses
RADIO DJ COURSES

weekly at our St
John's Wood Studios.
Don't roils your chance
held

with Commercial Radio.

-Squire.
Tel. Jayne, Roger
(DJ Studios),
722

01-

-8111.
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